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The following table summarizes the symbols that are repeatedly used
throughout this work. Occasionally used notations are explained in the
text.
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Abstract
Transport through porous media affects our daily life as it is relevant
for biological processes, technical applications, and our drinking water
supply. The focus of this thesis lies on transport through porous geologic
media. Porous geologic media are highly relevant for our drinking water
supply since porous sub-surface aquifers are themost important resource
of drinking water. To optimally protect or operate this resource, we need
to better understand and simulate transport in porous media.
Traditionally, advective-diffusive transport through porous media is
described by Fickian transport laws, which consider transport as an in-
dependent stochastic process. The assumption of independence is very
strong but frequently not true because process dependence affects the
motion of solute particles over many scales. Process dependence (e.g.,
the typical residence time of particles in slow or fast velocity zones) is
the reason why Fickian transport schemes underestimate the concentra-
tion of dissolved transported substances especially at the front and at the
tail of a measured spatial solute distribution. Hence, Fickian models sys-
tematically underpredict the residence times of solute in the catchment,
and thus contradicts a secure operation of our drinking water supply.
Many studies show that process dependence causes the non-Fickian
evolution of the dissolved plumes. Therefore, the main hypothesis of
this work is:
Main Hypothesis: Extracting and reflecting process dependence is the
key to understand and simulate transport in porous media.
Recent advances in X-ray tomography made it possible to describe
advective-diffusive transport in the pore space of micro-CT images with
a high degree of accuracy. Digital rock physics (DRP) allow us to simu-
late particle transport through the pore space very close to reality. From
these simulations, we obtain particle trajectories in very high resolution
(10−6m), which we can use, for instance, to extract process dependence.
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The access to such detailed information about particle motion and the
relevance of process dependence triggers my overall research question:
Research Question: How can we use the latest advances of DRP best
to better understand and simulate transport in porous media?
In this thesis, I provide a framework to answer this question by ad-
dressing the following three research objectives: (RO1) Gain detailed
process understanding, (RO2) improve predictions with data-driven
techniques, and (RO3) obtain a generalized model formulation. As ap-
proach to address these objectives, I propose a novel technique to an-
alyze particle motion (RO1), and two approaches that overcome some
significant shortcomings of current simulation tools (RO2) and transport
models (RO3).
These approaches follow below:
Copula-based analysis framework (RO1): One of the most interesting
questions is to ascertain the time scales at which it is possible to describe
transport as a statistically independent process. Therefore, I study the
mechanisms for evolution and then the decrease of non-Fickianity as a
function of increasing time. Adopting the Lagrangian perspective, I pro-
vide a nonlinear copula analysis of advective-diffusive processes by an-
alyzing particle trajectories in a real porous medium. First, I analyze the
memory effects between time-consecutive particle position increments
and cross dependence between longitudinal and transversal particle po-
sition increments. Second, I investigate the influence of the Péclet regime
on the temporal evolution of dependence.
Training Trajectory Approach (RO2): I propose a spatial Markov
model to simulate transport in three-dimensional complex porous media
flows. The methodology is inspired by the concept of training images
(obtain from DRP-data) from geostatistics which reflect higher-order de-
pendence in space. Instead of using a training image, I use highly-
resolved training trajectories from which I sample increments in my ran-
dom walk model. To reflect higher-order processes, subsequent incre-
ments are correlated.
Adaptive Time Domain Random Walk (RO3): I propose a time do-
main random walk (TDRW) method with velocity correlation that is pa-
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rameterized only by properties of the velocity field. I demonstrate im-
plementation of correlation by sampling the velocity distribution in a
micro-CT image of a given DRP data set where subsequentially sampled
velocities are dependent. In each simulation step, I draw corresponding
waiting times from an appropriately chosen probability distribution that
reflect the effect of advection and diffusion on particle motion. The pro-
posed TDRW simulates the evolution and decay of non-Fickian transport
by simulating correlation itself not just its effects.
The contributions, novelties and conclusions in each approach are as
follows:
Copula-based analysis framework: It is not always straightforward
to draw meaningful conclusions from a classical copula analysis. There-
fore, I extended the traditional copula framework to facilitate the inter-
pretation of the results. The extended copula-based analysis framework
suggests (1) that the analysis of particle motion through porous media
in spherical coordinates is more beneficial than using Cartesian coordi-
nates as it is physically more sound and intuitive. (2) Cross-dependence
between longitudinal and transversal particle position increments is per-
sistent over the investigated range of time increments, even though this
aspect has been neglected up to date. (3) Lower Péclet numbers lead to
a weaker dependence that is, however, more persistent over time than
in higher-Péclet transport regimes. Altogether, the outcomes clearly de-
mand that process dependence has to be incorporated into the simulation
tools.
Training Trajectories Approach: Process dependence is incorporated
into the training trajectory approach directly via re-sampling the origi-
nal trajectory that contains all information about dependence (see main
hypothesis). This training trajectory approach overcomes three common
shortcomings of spatial Markovmodels: (1) I simulate finite-Péclet trans-
port in three dimensions without commonly made simplifications (e.g.,
dimensionality reduction, neglecting diffusion). (2) I do not parameter-
ize dependence via a high-dimensional transition matrix. (3) I simulate
transport at the spatial resolution of the (highly-resolved) training trajec-
tories, which can be important for processes such as mixing and reaction.
In summary, the novel implementation of process dependence directly
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into the re-sampling mechanism is successful and enables the simulation
of particle motion in full complexity.
Adaptive Time Domain Random Walk: For the adaptive TDRW, we
no longer need a transport simulation for parameterization. We only
need the properties of the velocity field. This brings us one step closer
towards using only the properties of the pore geometry to parameterize
a transport model. In essence, the adaptive TDRW not only extends cur-
rent TDRW frameworks, but it also enables us to scale transport across
Péclet regimes. This is a significant generalization of the current simula-
tion frameworks.
In sum, these three approaches provide the answer to my research
question of how can we use DRP best to better understand and simu-
late transport. All proposed methods employ DRP-data in a novel way
and this results in a powerful analysis tools, a fully predictive simula-
tion technique, and a generalized model formulation that all overcome
significant shortcomings.
Themain overall conclusion is that the key to understand and simulate
transport in porous media is indeed to extract and reflect process depen-
dence. With improved process understanding, modeling tools, and pre-
dictive models for advective-diffusive transport in porous media, it will
be possible to better safeguard our subsurface water quality, and hence
to protect our key source of safe drinking water.
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Transport in porösen Medien spielt in unserem Alltag eine wichtige
Rolle. Biologische Prozesse, technische Anwendungen aber auch un-
sere Trinkwasserversorgung hängen direkt von Transportprozessen in
porösen Medien ab. Der Fokus dieser Arbeit liegt auf Transport-
prozessen in geologischen porösen Medien. Geologische poröse Medien
sind besonders für unsere Trinkwasserversorgung relevant, da poröse
Grundwasseraquifere unsere wichtigste Trinkwasserresource darstellen.
Um diese besser zu schützen und zu bewirtschaften müssen wir Trans-
portprozesse in porösen Medien zum einen besser verstehen und zum
anderen genauer modellieren.
Traditionell beschreiben wir advektiv-diffusiven Transport im porösen
Medium mit Fickschen Transportgesetzen, welche den eigentlichen
Transportprozess als einen unabhängigen stochastischen Prozess verste-
hen. Dabei handelt es sich um eine sehr starke Annahme, die in vielen
Fällen nicht zutrifft, da Prozessabhängigkeit (die typische Aufenthalt-
szeit von gelösten Stoffen in schnellen oder langsamen Bereichen des
Grundwassergeschwindigkeitsfeldes) die Ausbreitung der Partikel über
viele Skalen beeinflusst. Deshalb unterschätzen Ficksche Modelle auch
die Verweilzeit der gelösten Stoffe (z.B. eine Kontamination) im Einzugs-
gebiet des Brunnen systematisch, was einer sicheren Trinkwasserver-
sorgung gänzlich im Weg steht.
Viele Untersuchungen haben ergeben, dass Abhängigkeiten im Trans-
portprozess die nicht-Ficksche Ausbreitung der Kontamination verur-
sachen. Das legt folgende Hypothese nahe:
Hypothese: Der Schlüssel zu besserem Verständnis von Transport-
prozessen und zu besseren Transportmodellen ist die Extraktion und die
Reflektion der Prozessabhängigkeit.
Seit relativ kurzer Zeit können wir mit Hilfe der Mikro-
Computertomographie Transportprozesse im Porenraum sehr genau
beschreiben. Digital Rock Physics (DPR) (=digitale Gesteinsphysik)
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ermöglicht uns, die Bewegung von gelösten Partikeln durch den Poren-
raum sehr exakt zu simulieren. Aus diesen Simulationen können wir
sehr detaillierte Partikeltrajektorien generieren, die wir dann wiederum
nutzen können um die Prozessabhängigkeit zu extrahieren. Der Zugang
zu solch detaillierte Informationen über die Partikelbewegung und die
Relevanz der Prozessabhängigkeit drängen folgende Frage auf:
Forschungsfrage: Wie können wir die neuesten Errungenschaften der
DRP optimal nutzen, um den Transport in porösen Medien besser zu
verstehen und zu modellieren?
Diese Fragemöchte ichmit dieser Arbeit beantworten und zwar indem
ich die folgenden Forschungsziele erfülle: (1) Zugewinn an Prozessver-
ständniss, (2) Verbesserung der Vorhersagen mit datengetrieben Metho-
den und (3) Generalisierung existierender Transportmodelle. In Summe
liefert die Erfüllung dieser Forschungsziele die Antwort auf meine
Forschungsfrage.
Als Methoden zur Erreichung meiner Ziele, stelle ich hier einen neuar-
tigen Ansatz vor, um die Partikelbewegung statistisch zu erfassen und
außerdem zwei Simulationsansätze, welche einige Defizite gegenwärtig
angewandter Simulationsmethoden überwinden:
Copula-basierte Analysemethode: Eine der interessantesten Fra-
gen ist es, die Zeitskalen zu untersuchen über die wir den Transport
im porösen Medium tatsächlich als stochastisch unabhängigen Prozess
beschreiben können. Deshalb untersuche ich die Mechanismen, welche
zur Entwicklung und im Anschluss wieder zum Abbau nicht-Fickscher
Charakteristiken führen. Dazu stelle ich eine Analysemethode vor,
welche die nicht-lineare Abhängigkeit eines advektiv-diffusiven Trans-
portprozesses in einem realen porösen Medium (Doddington Sandstein)
extrahiert. Zum einen analysiere ich die Prozessabhängigkeit anhand
zeitlich aufeinanderfolgenden Partikelverschiebungen (räumliche Inkre-
mente). Zum anderen untersuche ich den Einfluss des Péclet Regimes
auf die zeitliche Entwicklung der Abhängigkeit.
Training Trajectory Approach: Hier stelle ich ein räumliches Markov
Modell (spatial Markov Model) vor, um Transport in komplexen drei-
dimensionalen porösen Medien zu simulieren. Die Methode ist eng
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mit dem Training Images (Trainingsbilder) Konzept aus der Geostatis-
tik verwandt. Anstatt Training Images nutze ich hoch-aufgelöste Train-
ingstrajektorien (aus DRP-Daten), von welchen ich zufällig gewählte
Segmente für mein Random Walk Modell verwende. Die hochdimen-
sionale Prozessabhängigkeit bilde ich dadurch ab, dass aufeinanderfol-
gende Segmente korreliert sind.
Adaptiver TDRW: Außerdem stelle ich eine Time Domain Random
WalkMethode vor, welche Prozessabhängigkeit abbildet undwelche nur
mit den Eigenschaften des DRP-Geschwindigkeitsfeldes parametrisiert
werden kann. Prozessabhängigkeit wird durch systematisches Ziehen
aus der Geschwindigkeitsverteilung implementiert, wobei aufeinander-
folgende Geschwindigkeiten korreliert sind. In jedem Simulationsschritt
ziehe ich die jeweiligen Wartezeit (inverse Geschwindigkeit) aus einer
geeigenten Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung, um den Effekt von Advek-
tion und Diffusion auf die Partikelbewegung abzubilden. Der adaptive
TDRW simuliert die Entwicklung und den Zerfall der nicht-Fickschen
Charakteristiken in dem Korrelation selbst modeliert wird, nicht nur
deren Effekt.
Die wissenschaftlichen Beiträge, Neuerungen und Schlussfolgerungen
der jeweiligen Methode sind im Folgenden zusammengefasst:
Copula-basierte Analysemethode: Es ist nicht immer trivial stimmige
Rückschlüsse aus einer Copula-Analyse zu ziehen. Deshalb habe ich
die klassische Copula-Theorie dahin gehend weiterentwickelt, dass die
Interpretation der Analyse sehr viel intuitiver ist. Die Copula-basierte
Analyse zeigt deutlich, (1) dass eine Beschreibung der Partikelbewe-
gung durch das poröse Medium in sphärischen Koordinaten (anstatt in
kartesischen) intuitiver und physikalisch stimmig ist, (2) dass Kreuz-
abhängigkeit zwischen longitudinaler und transversaler Partikelver-
schiebung über die gesamte untersuchte Zeitskala bestehen bleibt und
(3) dass niedrigere Péclet Zahlen zu einer schwächeren Abhängigkeit
führen, die jedoch über eine längere Zeit bestehen bleibt als für höhere
Péclet-Zahlen. Insgesamt, weisen die Ergebnisse klar darauf hin, dass
Prozessabhängigkeit ein elementarer Bestandteil der Modelle sein muss.
Training Trajectory Approach: Prozessabhänigkeit ist beim Training
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TrajectoryApproach direkt in einen konditionellen Selektionsprozess des
anschließenden Segments integriert, welches die gesamte Information
über die Prozessabhängigkeit beinhalten. Mit dem Training Trajectory
Approach überwinde ich folgende Defizite: (1) Ich simuliere Transport
im drei-dimensionalen Medium ohne die üblichen Vereinfachung (z.B.
Dimensionsreduktion oder das Vernachlässigen der Diffusion). (2) Ich
parametrisiere Prozessabhängigkeit nicht mittels Transitionmatrix. (3)
Ich simuliere Transport in der selben (räumlichen) Auflösung, in der die
Trainingstrajektorien aufgelöst sind. Eine solch hohe Auflösung spielt
eine wichtige Rolle für Prozesse wie Verdünnung, Mischung oder Reak-
tionen, welche auf dieser Skala stattfinden. Die neuartige Implemen-
tierung der Prozessabhängigkeit ist erfolgreich und ermöglicht uns den
Transport in seiner ganzen Komplexität zu simulieren.
Adaptiver TDRW: Anstatt eines Transportmodels brauchen wir zur
Parametrisierung des adaptiven TDRWs lediglich die Eigenschaften
des Geschwindigkeitsfelds. Das wiederum ist ein Schritt näher an
einer Parametrisierung nur über die Eigenschaften der Porengeometrie.
Der hier vorgestellte adaptive TDRW erweitert gegenwärtige TDRWs
nicht nur, vielmehr ermöglich er uns den Transportprozess durch ver-
schiedene Péclet-Regime zu skalieren. Das ist eine signifikante General-
isierung bestehender Modelle.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es meine Forschungsfrage zu beantworten und
meine Haupthypothese zu testen. Die drei beschriebenen Ansätze bilden
in Summe die Antwort auf meine Forschungsfrage, wie wir DRP am
besten nutzen, um Transport im porösen Medium besser zu verstehen
und zu simulieren. Alle präsentierten Methoden verwenden die DRP-
Daten in annähernd optimaler Art und Weise. Das wiederum resultiert
in sehr leistungsfähigen Analyse- und Simulationsmethoden mit denen
wir unsere Modelle signifikant verbessern können.
Die hauptsächliche Schlussfolgerung dieser Arbeit ist, dass der Schlüs-
sel zum Verständnis und zur Simulation von Transportprozessen im
porösen Medium tatsächlich das Extrahieren und die Reflektion von
Prozessverständnis ist. Mit einem besseren Prozessverständnis, Vorher-
sagen und Modelen für advectiv-diffusiven Transport in porösen Me-
dien, können wir die Grundwasserqualität besser bewahren und gle-
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ichzeitig können wir das Grundwasser, als wichtigeste Trinkwasserres-
source, besser schützen.

Part I
Prologue
Chapter 1
Introduction
Part I may contain similar and/or identical formulations from my publica-
tions Most et al. (2016) [86]. I omit a clear identification for readability and
use parts of the article by kind permission of the publisher WRR.
1.1 Motivation & Goal
Transport through porous media affects our daily life; for instance in bi-
ological applications (e.g., root water uptake [61, 100], uptake of phar-
maceuticals [1, 52, 88, 135]). We exploit the properties of porous media
in technical applications (e.g., fuel cells [7, 31, 96], filter [48, 101]), and
it is of crucial relevance for us in (hydro-)geological applications. This
thesis focuses on hydro-geological applications for which a detailed un-
derstanding of the underlying transport process is essential to achieve
secure drinking water supply from groundwater aquifers [25, 56, 58], for
subsurface contaminant remediation [32, 136], for reservoir engineering
[68, 91, 94], for carbon dioxide storage [59, 92, 130], or for nuclear waste
storages [2, 95, 137].
Transport processes in porous media are highly relevant in our every-
day life but also for the economy and society. Computer-based transport
simulations become more and more indispensable to better understand
the driving forces of transport and to optimally operate the respective
application of transport through porous media. With this thesis I want
to deepen the understanding of transport in porous media by proposing anal-
ysis and simulation techniques that improve state-of-the-art methods to
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model and predict transport in porous media at small yet fundamental
scales.
Even though solute transport is driven only by two relatively simple
processes - advection and diffusion - we observe a surprisingly complex
spatial distribution of transported solutes due to the interplay of advec-
tion and diffusion through the complex pore structure [21]. Via digital
rock physics (section 2.4), we obtain the pore geometry in a very high res-
olution through which we can then simulate transport very accurately.
Due to computational limitations, however, we cannot run large-scale
transport simulations at a resolution scale that resolves all relevant detail
of the pore space, and hence of the transport process [18, 87]. Unfortu-
nately, fine-scale properties (e.g., stagnant zones or high-velocity chan-
nels) significantly affect the spatial solute distribution at the macro-scale
[20, 27, 74]. Nonetheless, we are interested predominately in macro-scale
transport simulations (e.g., the (centi-) meter or kilometer scale). At that
scale, we are forced to describe the effects of the unresolved, sub-pore
scale at a larger scale without explicitly simulating the small-scale pro-
cess. Such a derivation of large-scale behavior from small scale principles
is called upscaling. The accurate representation of the sub-scale effects
without explicitly modeling them is the primary challenge for upscaling
transport in porous media.
Upscaled transport in porous media is traditionally described with
Fickian transport laws that understand transport as a normal (or Gaus-
sian) process with drift. The normal process represents approximately
the effect of the unresolved sub-scale onto transport. The Eulerian
advection-dispersion equation (ADE) represents transport as the tempo-
ral evolution of a spatially discretized concentration field. Alternatively,
Lagrangian methods discretize the solute mass into a number of mass-
containing particles and describe transport as the temporal and spatial
evolution of particle positions. The ADE is a deterministic equation that
can be viewed as describing the probability density equation for the po-
sitions of Lagrangian particles in a continuum [112]. Essentially, the
ADE, and its Lagrangian counterpart, the Fokker-Plank equation (FPE),
describe the same process and converge to the same solution for an in-
finitesimal spatial discretization and an infinite number of particles.
4 Introduction
For my purpose of improving dispersion models, the Lagrangian per-
spective (section 1.3.1) is beneficial because Eulerian methods describe
transport only as the evolution of a concentration field. The concept of
concentration automatically implies a volumetric average that causes nu-
merical and conceptual dispersion. Numerical dispersion is a systemati-
cal over-prediction of solute dilution. The same holds for conceptual dis-
persion, which automatically arises from volume averages. Both is very
problematic when we consider mixing and reaction process. Lagrangian
approaches, in contrast, do not suffer from numerical or conceptual dis-
persion. When we apply Lagrangian methods, we have the opportunity
to represent the effect of the unresolved sub-scale in the advective term
where spreading and its effects have its origin.
Independent from using an Lagrangian or Eulerian approach, many
(or most) models that apply Fickian transport laws (e.g., the ADE or
FPE) to simulate transport through porous media (laboratory [6, 75, 85,
118, 119, 122] or field experiments [35, 55, 117, 124, 139]) significantly
underestimate the concentration at the tails of the concentration distri-
bution. Fickian transport models cannot capture the characteristic asym-
metry of such concentration distributions. Transport processes that go
beyond Fickian transport laws are known as anomalous, pre-asymptotic,
non-Gaussian or as non-Fickian. But from where does this anomalous
behavior come from?
Transport is driven only by diffusion and advection. Therefore a nor-
mal process with drift is the correct process description. This is true for
simulations at a simulation scale below the size of the governing het-
erogeneities [15], which means that the typical particle displacement per
simulation step does not exceed the size of the heterogeneity. At this
simulation scale, the advective velocity of each particle stays constant
throughout each simulation step, and that is why we can consider the
medium (i.e., the velocity field) as a continuum without sub-scale het-
erogeneities in which transport follows indeed a normal process with
drift [9, 39, 112].
When we simulate transport at a simulation scale beyond the size of
the heterogeneity, a particle (per simulation step) experiences a large va-
riety of velocities along its trajectory segment. At that scale, we cannot
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consider themedium as a continuum anymore. If we apply Fickian trans-
port laws at that larger scale, the normal process does not only have to
represent diffusion; it also has to compensate for all the unresolved, sub-
scale features of the velocity field that affect transport. This goes beyond
the capabilities of a normal process that cannot describe sub-scale effects
such as trapping in dead-end pores or particles within a fast flow chan-
nel. These effects result in a highly skewed displacement distribution
(per simulation step) which cannot be represented by a normal distribu-
tion.
Interestingly, at much larger scales, a normal process with drift be-
comes the valid process description again. At some scale, a particle’s
velocity distribution sampled along its trajectory does not depend any-
more on its initial condition [112]. This is the scale at which transport
can be seen as the sum of an independent and identical (not normally)
distributed (i.i.d.) random variable (RV) that converges, according to the
central limit theorem (CLT), to its asymptotic normal limit distribution.
At that scale (in main flow direction) at which the displacement distri-
bution has converged to the normal distribution, the porous media effec-
tively again acts as a continuum where we can describe transport with
Fickian transport laws.
Following this argumentation, we can conclude that Fickian modeling
approaches are either valid at simulation scales below the size of hetero-
geneity or at a scale large enough for the CLT to converge. This prop-
erty is unfortunate for two reasons. Firstly, computational limits prohibit
macro-scale simulations at very high resolution. Secondly, many studies
indicate (or found) that the heterogeneity of porous media, especially of
porous geologic media, prohibits the convergence to the asymptotic nor-
mal limit distribution [35, 112, 138]. Usually, we are interested in simula-
tion domains that are far beyond the scale of heterogeneity, e.g., (centi-)
meter-to-kilometer scale for transport in groundwater aquifers where the
scale of heterogeneity is at the sub-pore scale. Thus, the scale in whichwe
are most interested in either (a) cannot be simulated by Fickian transport
models because of computational limitations or (b) transport described
as a normal process with drift at the larger scale would distinctively over-
simplify the process.
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normal processi.i.d. process
Figure 1.1: Sketch of the herein relevant scales together with the under-
lying correlation structure (marked in red). At the small scale without
correlation, transport follows a normal process with drift. At the larger
scale where correlation has just vanished, transport follows an ergodic
(or i.i.d.) process that converges according to the CLT to a normal process
with drift. At the scale where correlation decays exponentially, transport
can be described as a spatial Markov process. Yet, this is the lower reso-
lution limit for surrogate models. Below that scale (marked by the blue
arrow), surrogates linearly interpolate the particle path between simula-
tion steps.
While we have to accept computational limits, we can generalize Fick-
ian transport methods. Therefore, a large variety of pre-asymptotic or
non-Fickian transport models exist. Exemplary Eulerian methods are
multi-rate mass transfer (MRMT) [57, 77] or the fractional advective dis-
persion equation (fADE) [12, 112]. Both methods generalize the ADE so
that we can simulate strongly-tailed spatial concentration distributions
that are caused by the medium-specific heterogeneity. Lagrangian ap-
proaches tomodel pre-asymptotic transport are continuous-time random
walks (CTRW) or spatial Markov models (SMM).
Even if all approaches generalize Fickian simulation techniques, there
is one fundamental difference between the mentioned pre-asymptotic
simulation approaches. MRMT, fADE, and CTRW consider transport as
an stochastic process with independent increments which is only valid at
scales at which dependence (e.g., the memory of speed) has vanished. In
contrast, spatial Markov models can be applied below that scale because
process dependence is taken into account.
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A process with independent increments demands a minimum scale to
ensure total loss of memory; below that scale transport does not follow
an independent stochastic process. This in very inconvenient, especially
if we are interested in processes (e.g., mixing and reaction processes) that
occur at very fine scales below that scale of independence.
SMMs account for the process dependence that is the reason for emerg-
ing non-Fickian effects. Thus they are valid at much smaller scales than
CTRWs. Therefore, spatial Markov processes are most promising if we
want to (a) simulate the mechanisms (e.g., memory of speed and direc-
tion) that cause non-Fickian transport and (b) if we want to do that effi-
ciently enough to enable macro-scale simulations.
However, to the best of my knowledge, current SMMs are not yet
applied to advective-diffusive transport problems within real three-
dimensional porous media. One possible reason for that is that current
SMMs require a high-dimensional transition matrix, which is difficult to
parameterize. In general, the parameterization of the transition matrix
requires a highly resolved simulation of particle motion (e.g., a direct nu-
merical simulation; section 2.4), which is computationally expensive and
has to be re-done when parameterizing the transition matrix for another
transport (Péclet) regime (e.g., with less advection).
Nonetheless, spatial Markov models inherently reflect process depen-
dence that causes the non-Fickian characteristics. This is why SMMs are
in an excellent position to simulate the mechanisms (i.e., the memory
of speed and direction at the sub-pore scale) that lead to non-Fickian
transport. However, yet SMMs rely on transition matrices that are hard
to parameterize and that cannot be scaled across Péclet regimes for any
porous medium. Furthermore, SMMs derive the particle paths between
the states as a linear interpolation. Small-scale processes (i.e., dilution,
mixing, and reaction) requires more than just the average location of a
particle as they are nonlinear processes. These three shortcomings are
central to my thesis and are directly linked with my research objectives.
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1.2 Main Hypothesis, Research Question &
Objectives
Digital Rock Physics (DRP) is a relatively new scientific technique that
uses highly-resolved images of the pore-scale geometry provided by X-
ray tomography to numerically simulate transport distinctively below
the size of the governing heterogeneities [3]. From this pore-scale im-
age, we can derive (via the Navier-Stokes equation) the pore-scale veloc-
ity field in which we can run a particle tracking random walk (PTRW)
simulation. The PTRW generates fine-scale particle trajectories by a se-
quence of advective and diffusive displacements. Simulations that fol-
low that procedure are known as direct numerical simulations (DNS) of
pore-scale transport (see section 2.4).
Studying particle trajectories during advective-diffusive transport
through natural rocks is greatly facilitated by having such detailed in-
formation on pore-scale geometry. These particle trajectories contain all
information about the dependence structure that controls particle mo-
tion through porous media. The term dependence structure can be under-
stood as the characteristic residence time a particle stays within a spe-
cific velocity quantile, for instance in a slow zone. The access to such
highly-resolved particle trajectories suggests to analyze the information
contained in the trajectories thoroughly. Therefore, the main hypothesis
of this work is:
Main Hypothesis: Extracting and reflecting process dependence is the
key to understand and simulate transport in porous media.
Many studies use the information provided by DRP (e.g., [23, 42, 63,
81]), but this information can be exploited beyond what has been done
so far. This raises the question:
Research Question: "How can we use the latest advances of DRP best
to better understand and simulate transport in porous media?"
This thesis provides a framework to answer this question by address-
ing the following three research objectives:
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RO1 Gain detailed process understanding:
Process dependence is the key to understand non-Fickian trans-
port. Hence, objective one is to extract the governing dependence
structure from the DNS-trajectories, which incorporates all relevant
information about transport to design spatial Markov models.
RO2 Improve predictions with a data driven technique:
So far, spatial Markov models are currently not applied
to advective-diffusive transport through real three-dimensional
porous media. Research objective two is therefore to design a SMM
without using classical techniques to parameterize a Markov pro-
cess (i.e., a transition matrix), which can act as an obstacle to gener-
alize SMMs to three dimensions. Current SMMs represent the par-
ticle path between states simply as a linear interpolation. This is
not sufficient when considering small scale processes like dilution
or reaction. Therefore I aim to provide a more realistic description
of particle trajectories.
RO3 Obtain a generalized model formulation:
Classically, SMMs require transport simulations (e.g., DNS) to pa-
rameterize the Markov process. As a consequence, the resulting
SMM is only valid for this particular transport (Péclet) regime. Re-
search objective three is, therefore, a transport simulation that can
scale the transport process across Péclet regimes without requiring an-
other DNS transport simulation at the Péclet number of interest.
1.3 Approaches & Advances
In this section, I introduce the overall perspective onto transport that is
adapted in this work (i.e., the Lagrangian approach). Then, I introduce
the approaches that address the research objectives. This is followed by
the advances made in this this work, before I finish this section with the
general structure of this thesis.
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1.3.1 The Approaches
The Lagrangian Perspective on Transport
As indicated before, we can describe transport from the Eulerian or the
Lagrangian perspective. Both approaches describe the same processes,
but Eulerian methods are disadvantageous because they rely on a spatial
discretization of the simulation domain which subdivides the domain
into control volumes (CV). Transport is then simulated as advective-
diffusive mass flux across these control volumes. The concept of control
volumes is inherent to Eulerian methods as well as the assumption of
complete mixing within the CVs. This is problematic because the solute
plume is considered to occupy the whole CV instantly, even if the solute
has just arrived at the inlet face of the CV.
I call this effect conceptual dispersion, which is amplified by numerical
artifacts that result in additional numerical dispersion and it systemati-
cally overestimates the spatial distribution of solutes. In specific, this
artificial dispersion is highly inappropriate when we have to consider
small-scale processes (e.g., dilution, mixing or reaction), where an over-
prediction of dispersion can easily result in a significant overprediction
of mixing and reaction rates [66]. In general, numerical and conceptual
dispersion, as systematic error components, are obstructive, when we
want to develop better dispersion models (see RO2 and RO3).
Lagrangian methods, instead, discretized the solute mass into a large
number of particles, which does not involve control volumes at all.
Therefore, these methods do not suffer from artificial dispersion. This
is an important feature and the reason why Lagrangian methods are the
better approach to fulfill research objectives two and three.
A1: Understanding transport via copulas and hybrid
copulas
My first research objective (RO1) is to gain process understanding, which
is assumed to be the key to improve the accuracy of our transport mod-
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els. In most cases, process dependence affects particle motion through
porous media. Additionally, the magnitude of dependence between con-
secutive velocities (i.e., now and later) depends on the particle velocity,
for instance, the velocity of slow particles are correlated over a larger
temporal scales than as those of fast particles.
This kind of dependence goes beyond correlation, which merely ex-
presses linear dependence. Copulas, that extend correlation to higher-
order dependence, are designed to express this quantile-specific depen-
dence. Copulas are very powerful, when the marginals are heavily tailed
and when the random variables can be ranked. Both conditions apply to
the distribution of the absolute particle velocities, especially when het-
erogeneity is strong. For that reason, I choose copulas to better under-
stand memory of speed (absolute velocity now vs. later).
The description of particle motion in three dimensions, however, is
more intuitive in a spherical than in a Cartesian coordinate system, where
the angles naturally constrain the tailing and where a unique ranking of
angles does not make sense (−180◦ = 180◦). In this case, the straight cop-
ula theory is not entirely helpful. Therefore, I propose a second approach,
the hybrid copulas (introduced in chapter 3), to exploit the advantages of
copulas, even if angles are involved in the description of particle motion.
A2: A data-driven approach to simulate transport
My second research objective (RO2) is to develop a model that simulates
advective-diffusive transport through a real three-dimensional porous
media. For that objective, I use a fully data-driven approach that is in-
spired by the concept of training images, known from geostatistics. In-
stead of using a training images, I use the highly-resolved DNS trajecto-
ries that act as training trajectories.
The overall assumption herein is that all information about the depen-
dence (memory of speed and direction) is an inherent property of the
particles’ trajectories. Hence, the main concept of the training trajectory
approach (TTA) is to (a) cut DNS-trajectories (=training trajectories) into
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segments that are then (b) re-arranged in an appropriate manner in or-
der to (c) built segments with the same process dependence pattern as
the training trajectories.
The key to obtaining realistic trajectories - and the transition rule for
the involved Markov process - is to ensure smooth transitions in velocity
and direction at the transition from one to the other trajectory segment.
The whole training trajectory approach does not require a transition ma-
trix at all and it provides a detailed description of particle trajectories
beyond a linear interpolation. In combination, this fulfills research objec-
tive two (see section 4).
A3: A process-driven approach to simulate transport
My third research objective (RO3) is to develop a model that scales trans-
port across different transport (Péclet) regimes. Usually, we need a fine-
scale transport simulation (e.g., DNS) to parameterize an upscaled trans-
port simulation (e.g., a SMM). However, this parameterization is only
valid for the transport regime at which we performed the DNS.
In the workflow of DNS, it is the velocity field that is scaled when
transport should be simulated at another Péclet number. I, essentially,
do the same. Instead of using the full DNS to parameterize the SMM, I
only use the DNS-velocity field that is scaled to simulate transport across
different Péclet regimes.
The actual transport simulation is inspired by how particles move
through the velocity field. The particles adapt many different advective
velocities over time, what I interpret as a sampling process. Therefore,
I simulate transport by sampling systematically from the velocity distri-
bution function. The velocity distribution function, from which I draw
the particle velocities, is parameterized by the DNS-velocity field.
Then, the velocity of each particle determines the distribution from
which I draw the advective-diffusive transit time per simulation step. I
draw transit times from an exponential if diffusion dominates and from
an inverse Gaussian distribution if advection controls particles motion.
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This reflects the underlying physics much closer than other model that
merely approximate the transit time distribution. This process-driven
approach is again designed as a spatial Markov model, which is param-
eterized only by properties of the velocity field 5).
The Advances
The purpose of this work is to better understand and simulate transport
in porous media. In this context, I make three significant advances:
1) Higher-order Dependence Analysis: According to RO1, I provide a
framework for a detailed analysis of the higher-order process depen-
dence of an advective-diffusive transport process in real porous me-
dia. Furthermore, I extend the copula framework to analyze parti-
cle motion also in spherical coordinates as this perspective is closer
to the underlying physics (chapter 3). This analysis framework pro-
vides detailed process understanding that acts as the basis for the
upcoming modeling exercises.
2) Fully-complex Transport Simulation: According to RO2, I develop
a simulation approach that simulates transport in full complexity by
resampling segments of the DNS-trajectories (=training trajecto-
ries). Instead of using transition matrices to parameterize the
Markov process, I use a physically motivated transition rule to pro-
duce trajectories that are smooth in velocity and direction (i.e., no
infinite acceleration and edges). By doing so, we obtain trajectories
that reveal very similar statistics than the original trajectories.
While the resolution of other SMMs is limited from below (chap-
ter 4), the TTA reflects particle motion at the resolution of the DNS
input data. Such a high resolution is relevant for small-scale pro-
cesses such as dilution, mixing, or reaction. To better assess the
veracity of the TTA, also with regards to the small-scale processes,
I propose a novel analysis technique that focuses on the interaction
of particles instead of analyzing the ensemble of single particles
(e.g., particle arrival time statistics or spatial particle distribution).
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3) Generalized Model: According to RO3, I propose a generalized simu-
lation framework that scales transport across Péclet regimes. Classi-
cally, we need a transport simulation to parameterize a surrogate
model. The model I propose goes one step back - it requires solely
the velocity field, which can easily be scaled across Péclet regimes
(section 2.4). The re-scaled velocity field is then used to simulate
transport at transport regimes of arbitrary Péclet number (chapter
5).
1.4 Structure of the Work
The thesis is divided in three parts:
Prologue Part I consist of two chapters. In chapter 1.1, I already gave the
introduction to the topic and its relevance. In specific I introduce
the main hypothesis, the main research question and the three re-
search objectives. This is followed by an overview of the applied
approaches and by an overview of the advances of this work.
In the upcoming chapter 2, I thoroughly describe the state-of-the-
art to simulate transport in porous media.
Contributions Part II is subdivided in three chapters. In each chapter, I
address one research objective by proposing an analysis tool (chap-
ter 3) and a simulation tool (chapter 4) and a modeling framework
(chapter 5), respectively.
Each chapter not only describes the respective analysis or simula-
tion approach. Each chapter also presents at least one contribution
to overcome some of the current shortcomings of existing analysis
or simulation tools.
Summary and Conclusions In part III, I thoroughly summarize the
main contributions, then I provide an outlook before I finally draw
my conclusions.
Chapter 2
State of the Art & Existing
Methods
In chapter 2, I introduce state-of-the-art modeling and analysis tools to
simulate and describe transport in porous media, respectively.
Models and simulation tools for transport in porous media are often
subdivided into Fickian and non-Fickian methods. In section 2.1, I out-
line Fick’s first law of diffusion and I introduce some simulation schemes
that apply Fick’s law to model transport through porous media. Next, I
discuss the limitations of Fickian transport descriptions (section 2.1.5 -
2.2) and introduce some simulation schemes that can be applied to non-
Fickian transport.
Whether we have to use Fickian or non-Fickian modeling schemes de-
pends on the statistics of (solute) particle motion or, more specifically, on
its dependence structure (i.e., the typical residence time of solute parti-
cles in fast or slow velocity zones). It is not trivial to describe process
dependence thoroughly, and therefore I introduce some useful analysis
frameworks for complex dependence in section 2.3.
To perform such an advanced transport analysis, I need access to very
accurate information about particle motion. I obtain this information via
direct numerical simulation (DNS) of particle motion within a highly-
resolved, three-dimensional micro-CT image of the pore space of a Dod-
dington sandstone sample conducted at Imperial College, London [21].
In section 2.4, I briefly describe the general workflow to obtain this data.
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2.1 Fickian Transport
In this section, I first introduce Fick’s first law which is the basis to
describe transport in porous media. Next, I introduce the advection-
diffusion equation (section 2.1.2) and advection-dispersion equation (sec-
tion 2.1.3), which can be seen as the classical way of describing transport
processes through porous media. Both adopt the Eulerian perspective.
In section 2.1.4 I outline how to describe the ADE from the Lagrangian
perspective as a particle tracking random walk.
2.1.1 Fick’s First Law
Fickian transport describes the evolution of the solute concentration in
the system by applying Fick’s first law of diffusion. Fick’s first law relates
the isotropic diffusive flux to the concentration under the assumption
of steady boundary conditions. It postulates that the diffusive flux JD[
MT−1L−2
]
goes from regions of high concentration to regions of low
concentration, with a magnitude that is proportional to the concentration
gradient
JD = −Dm∇c (2.1)
with Dm
[
L2T−1
] ∈ R1×1+ as the proportionality coefficient and ∇c[
ML−d−1
]
as the concentration gradient in d-dimensions.
Solute particles exhibit random motion on the molecular level and
this random motion levels out concentration gradients over time [34].
The efficiency of leveling out concentration gradients (and hence the
strength of diffusion) is quantified by the molecular diffusion coefficient
Dm. Thus can be examined by a simple finite-difference model:
Imagine we have two rectangular control volumes (CVs) z ∈ {a, b}
and we have a number of particles Mz in each of the CVs, e.g., Ma = 2
particles in CV a (Figure 2.1). The concentration in each CV is given by
cz =
Mz
∆V with ∆V = A∆x being the volume of the CV and A as the face of
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Figure 2.1: Particles diffusing between two control volumes of length ∆x.
Grey shaded area is the face A of the CV. Source: [112]
the CVwith the edge length ∆x. Diffusion is defined as a process without
directional bias and therefore the rate η (jumps per time step) of jumping
forward or backward is the same [34]. The average number of particles
that jump in one time step ∆t is then Mzη∆t. The diffusive flux JD is the
net number of particles per unit area that jump between the CVs in the
interval ∆t:
JD =
(
1
2Ma − 12Mb
)
η
A
=
1
2 (ca − cb)∆Vη
A
=
1
2
(ca − cb) η∆x (2.2)
As ca − cb is equivalent to c (x+ ∆x, t)− c (x, t), the Taylor expansion
in space x as a function of time t is:
c (x+ ∆x, t) =
∞
∑
n=0
∂nc (x, t)
∂xn
∆xn
n!
= c (x, t) +
∂c (x, t)
∂x
∆x+ I(∆x) (2.3)
where:
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I (∆x) =
∂2c (x, t)
∂x2
∆x2
2!
+
∂3c (x, t)
∂x3
∆x3
3!
+ ... . (2.4)
Inserting equation (2.3) into equation (2.2) leads to:
JD =
1
2
(
∂c (x, t)
∂x
∆x+ I(∆x)
)
η∆x. (2.5)
For an infinitesimal ∆x, the transition from equation (2.3) to Fick’s law
(equation (2.1)), we require:
1. 12∆x
2η → Dm
2. 12 I
(
∆x2
)
η → 0.
The molecular diffusion coefficient Dm is constant and therefore η →
∞ when ∆x → 0. To keep Dm constant (as in equation 2.1), η has to in-
crease with the same rate as ∆x2 decreases, hence ∆x has to increase with
∆t1/2. This spatial growth with the square root of time is characteristic
of (normal or Fickian) diffusion. According to Fick’s first law, diffusive
mass flux is a mass balance between adjacent CVs and hence the particles
displacements, per simulation step must not exceed the dimension of the
CV. As a consequence, the size of the CV and therefore the spatial reso-
lution of the model has to be large enough to ensure that particles do not
jump beyond the adjacent CV. Especially when the velocity contrast in
the velocity field is strong, this restricts spatial resolution and might pro-
hibit a meaningful resolution when considering smaller scale processes.
This limitation will become relevant in the following.
2.1.2 The Advection-Diffusion Equation
As transport in porous media is driven by advection and diffusion, the
total mass flux J
[
MT−1L−2
]
is the sum of the advective mass flux JA ∈
R
d×1and diffusive mass flux JD ∈ Rd×1+ :
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J = JA + JD = qc− Dm∇c, (2.6)
where JA is the product of q ∈ Rd×1, which is the specific flux (flux per
unit area)
[
LT−1
]
in d-dimensions, and the concentration c within the
fluid.
Traditionally, we describe transport in porous media by the advection-
diffusion equation (ADE) [9, 112], as the spatial distribution of the solute
in a homogeneous continuum [9, 112]. We can derive the ADE by apply-
ing the principles of mass balance to the total mass flux between adjoin-
ing control volumes. Under the assumptions of complete mixing (in the
CVs), incompressibility of the fluid, and a divergence-free flow field, we
receive the ADE:
∂c∗
∂t
+∇J = . . . = ∂c
∂t
+ v∇c−∇ · (Dm∇c) = 0, (2.7)
where c∗ = c · ne with ne [−] the effective porosity, and v
[
LT−1
]
the
d-dimensional velocity vector. For further detail about the derivation of
equation 2.7, I recommend Bear (1972) [9].
The ADE is a mass balance equation that describes the mass exchange
between consecutive control volumes due to advective-diffusive mass
fluxes. The concept of control volumes incorporates volumetric averag-
ing, which destroys detail (e.g., heterogeneity such as fast flow channels
or stagnant zones) below the scale of the control volume. However, the
resulting error becomes negligible if the size of the CV is below the size of
the heterogeneities [17]. At that resolution, the CV can be considered as
an internally homogeneous continuum for which the advection-diffusion
equation is the correct transport description [15] (Figure 1.1).
A pore-scale velocity field at that resolution enables us to represent
advective mass flux accurately enough to neglect error arising from the
averaging procedure. Diffusion is then the only remaining process,
and particle positions under diffusion are given by a normal process
[47], which is parameterized by the molecular diffusion coefficient Dm.
Hence, if we simulate transport at a scale where we resolve all hetero-
geneities (i.e., below the size of the heterogeneities of the velocity field),
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transport is thoroughly described by a normal process with a drift, which
is controlled by the local velocity and the molecular diffusion coefficient
Dm.
As Gaussian distributions are fundamental solutions of the ADE [112],
Fickian transport (in a homogeneous continuum) is given by the sum of
independent and normally distributed random numbers.
2.1.3 The Advection-Dispersion Equation
Computational limits usually prohibit a resolution of the velocity field
below the scale of the heterogeneity for large-scale models, e.g., at the
aquifer scale [133]. For transport simulations at these scales, we need
to upscale the relevant transport properties of the porous medium [108].
Usually, upscaling involves block-wise averaging over a representative
elementary volume (REV) of the porous medium [9, 133]. The upscaling
procedure results in a grid-based hydraulic conductivity field in which
we assign a representative permeability κ
[
L2
]
to each of the REVs that
act as CVs. Darcy’s law [9] establishes a proportionally relationship
between permeability κ, the specific flux q
[
LT−1
]
through a porous
medium, the viscosity of the liquid phase µL
[
ML−1T−1
]
, and a pressure
gradient ∇pL
[
PaL−1
]
:
q =
κ
µL
∇pL (2.8)
The relation between flow rate and the actual fluid velocity fluid is
v
[
LT−1
]
is v = q/ne. The process of upscaling results in the need to
account for the lost details leading to the advection-dispersion equation
(ADE).
Classically, the advection-dispersion equation (ADE) describes trans-
port in porous media through:
∂c
∂t
+ v∇c−∇ · (D∇c) = 0. (2.9)
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It describes the spatial distribution of the solute in an upscaled
medium. Similarly to the ADE, it is also a mass balance equation that de-
scribes advective-dispersive mass fluxes across consecutive control vol-
umes. The difference between ADE and ADE is that the molecular diffu-
sion coefficient Dm is exchanged by an d-dimensional dispersion tensor
D ∈ Rd×d+
[
L2T−1
]
typically parameterized as:
D =
vvT
|v| (Λl −Λt) + I (De + Λt|v|) (2.10)
where Λl and Λt are scaling factors in longitudinal and transversal direc-
tion, respectively, and De = Dm · ne is the effective dispersion coefficient
[9]. The dispersion tensor scales molecular diffusion (along the axes) to
compensate for the effect of the unresolved sub-scale on the upscaled
transport process. In the following, I refer to this as an effective descrip-
tion of transport.
The ADE - as well as the ADE - describes a normal process with drift.
Thus, it is valid only if the heterogeneous medium affects particle mo-
tion in a similar way as a homogeneous continuum does. The problem is
that advective-diffusive transport in a heterogeneous medium does not
behave like a normal process at all scales. The heterogeneities at the pore
scale (e.g., from small-scale features like stagnant zones or fast flow chan-
nel) lead to a non-Gaussian spatial distribution of the solute, which can-
not be captured with Fickian transport laws and hence cannot be repre-
sented by a normal process with drift [72].
Nonetheless, beyond some spatial scale (e.g., the size of the CV or typ-
ical size of a particle jump), the spatial distribution of the solute might
return to a normal distribution, and again, transport obeys Fickian trans-
port laws at the scales above. However, the only way back to Fickianity
is the central limit theorem (CLT) [51]. The central limit theorem postu-
lates that the sum of any i.i.d. random variables (with finite mean and
variance) converge to a normal distribution and thus to Fickianity. The
conditions under which the CLT holds and an explanation of i.i.d. will
be discussed thoroughly in section 2.2.
So far, transport in upscaled porous media returns to Fickianity if all
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solute particles have sampled all relevant heterogeneities sufficiently of-
ten. This demands for a minimum scale over which the integration of
the solute particles’ velocities (along the trajectories) result in a normal
distribution of velocities. This is the scale at which we can apply Fick-
ian transport laws again. Hence, Fickian transport laws apply either at
the highly resolved scale or after the return to Fickianity via the CLT - in
between those scales, transport processes go beyond the description of
Fickian models and have to be simulated differently (section 2.2).
2.1.4 Lagrangian Modeling Approaches
From the Lagrangian perspective, we describe advective-diffusive or
advective-dispersive transport mathematically as a stochastic Markov
process [27], whenever the future system state (e.g., particle positions
X at time step t+ 1) depends solely on the current system state Xt:
Xt+dt = Xt + ∆Xt. (2.11)
The transition between the system states ∆Xt under the influence of
advection and diffusion can be described by the Itô-Taylor expansion
[54]:
∆Xt = v(Xt)∆t+ B(Xt)∆Wt. (2.12)
In equation (2.12), v(Xt, t) ∈ Rd×1 represents a d-dimensional drift
vector [LT−1] acting as advection and B ∈ Rd×d is the displacement ma-
trix [LT−1/2], which is related to the diffusion coefficient or dispersion
tensor via
ADE : 2Dm = BBT or ADE : 2D = BBT . (2.13)
The term ∆Wt ∈ Rd×1 is a Wiener process [54] described by ∆Wt =√
∆t · ξ with ξt as independent and normally distributed random vari-
ables with zero mean and unit variance, and with ∆t, as the temporal
interval in which the process occurs [71].
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In the limit of infinite number of particles and an infinitesimal ∆t,
the Itô-Taylor expansion (equation 2.12) approximates the Fokker-Planck
equation (equation 2.14), which describes the temporal evolution of the
probability density function P(x, t) of particle position under the influ-
ence of a deterministic drag force A¯ (= advection) and a random force D
(= diffusion):
∂
∂t
P(x, t) = − ∂
∂x
[
A¯i(x, t)P(x, t)
]
+
1
2
∂2
∂x2
[
Dij(x, t)P(x, t)
]
. (2.14)
As long as ∆X in equation 2.12 is an i.i.d. random variable, the particle
positions should remain normally distributed at all times because they
are a summation of i.i.d. random variables ∆Xt (results from the CLT)
[51]. The ADE (as well as the ADE) and the Itô-Taylor expansion are
formally equivalent for:
v(Xt) = A¯+∇ · D. (2.15)
The model formulated in equation 2.12 is widely known as a particle
tracking random walk (PTRW) simulation [110]. The PTRW scheme is
a numerical approximation of the Itô-Stratonovich stochastic differential
equation (it computes approximate trajectories that solve it). It can be
used to compute solutions to the ADE through the equivalence I men-
tioned above. As a consequence of Fickian transport laws, PTRWs have
the same limitations concerning the scales of validity. These limitations
are discussed in the upcoming section.
2.1.5 The Limitations of Fickian Transport Models
Most models for transport through porous media (laboratory [6, 75, 85,
118, 119, 122] or field experiments [35, 55, 117, 124, 139]) show that
Fickian transport models (e.g., the ADE or PTRW) significantly under-
estimate the concentration at the tails of the concentration distribution.
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Transport processes that go beyond Fickian descriptions are known as
pre-asymptotic, anomalous or non-Fickian. The most prominent char-
acteristics of non-Fickian transport are, for instance, anomalously early
or late arrival times of solute particles, power-law tailing of the break-
through curves (BTC), and a time-dependent dispersion coefficient. The
latter is often observed as a non-linear scaling of the mean square dis-
placement of the particles. A Gaussian process, which inherently reflects
Fickian transport laws, cannot capture these effects.
All Fickian simulation methods rely on convergence according to the
central limit theorem. This theorem claims that the sum of independent
and identically distributed random variables with finite mean and vari-
ance converge to a normal distribution [50]. Hence, by applying Fickian
models, we aim to describe transport as a collection of i.i.d. random vari-
ables that form a stochastic process. For convergence of this stochastic
process according to the CLT, the following conditions have to be ful-
filled:
Stationarity The stochastic process has to be statistically stationary in
time, which means that it follows the same probability rules at all
times. Under stationary conditions, we obtain the (ensemble of)
trajectories by summing up spatial increments that follow a distri-
bution, which does not change its properties (i.e., moments) over
time.
Ergodicity In general, ergodicity means the equivalence of two (or
more) types of average. For particle motion through porous media
ergodicity means that the system has the same behavior averaged
over time (i.e., along the trajectory) than averaged over space (i.e.,
the ensemble of particles). In the particular case, our stochastic pro-
cess is ergodic if the distribution of the sum of random variables
(i.e., spatial increments sampled along a trajectory) reaches some
limit that does not depend on its initial conditions [50]. At this tem-
poral or spatial scale of ergodicity, the probability of a particle be-
ing at position x is given by the ergodic displacement distribution.
Hence, under the assumption of temporal stationarity, the position
of solute particles over time is given by the sum of independent and
identically distributed spatial increments.
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Finiteness Solely the sum of i.i.d. RVs with finite means and vari-
ances converge according to the CLT to the asymptotic normal dis-
tribution, which is the only way back to Fickianity. This, how-
ever, requires the heterogeneity of the porous medium to be suf-
ficiently moderate as otherwise, we observe displacement distribu-
tions with diverging means and variances.
In general, stationary and ergodic conditions are those under which
equations that are based on limit theorems approximate the stochas-
tic processes (i.e., particle motion) [113]. However, Zhan (1999) [138],
Schumer et al. (2003) [113] and Cushman and O’Malley (2015) [35] indicate,
that not even ergodicity can be reachedwhen heterogeneity is strong and,
as a result, particle motion will never converge to the asymptotic normal
distribution for which Fickian transport laws apply. Hence, the reason
why Fickian models for transport in upscaled porous media fail is that
the fundamental assumptions of Fickian transport are too strong. As an
alternative, we could simulate transport at the size of the governing het-
erogeneity where Fickian assumptions are valid, i.e., at the pore scale.
This resolution, however, is often infeasible because we are strongly con-
straint by computational limits that do not allow pore-scale simulation
domains larger than a few millimeters [22].
Nonetheless, transport simulations in porous media beyond the
millimeter-scale are of increasing interest for biological, technical and
hydro-geological applications (see Figure 1.1 and section 1.1 for exam-
ples) but Fickian transport laws are not valid at the scale of our interest.
This is whywe need to generalize Fickian transport models towards non-
Fickianity to make them applicable at a broader range of scale and also
for strongly heterogeneous media.
2.2 Non-Fickian Transport
In this section, I introduce themost popular non-Fickian simulation tools.
Firstly, I show how these tools reflect the effect of process memory with-
out specifically modeling it (section 2.2.1). Then, I introduce spatial
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Markov models that simulate correlation instead of describing its effect
(section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 Effective models for non-Fickian transport
We can describe non-Fickian transport either from the Eulerian or from
the Lagrangian perspective. Below, I give an overview of the most fre-
quently used effective Eulerian and Lagrangian models to describe non-
Fickian transport:
Eulerian methods: 1. The fractional advection-dispersion
equation
The fractional advection-dispersion equation (fADE) is a generalization of
the classical ADE in which the integer-order derivative of the disper-
sion equation is replaced by a fractional-order derivative. Two flavors
of the fADE exist: By employing the space-fractional ADE, we assume
that the effects of the heterogeneity are large particle displacements that
follow distributions with a power-law tailing. Such distributions allow
very long displacements in a short amount of time, which refers to fea-
tures like preferential flow paths or fractures. Accordingly, by employ-
ing the time-fractional ADE, we assume that non-Fickianity results form
trapping events (e.g., in dead-ends or due to adsorption) that cause a
power-law tailing of arrival times.
With this fractional-order formulation of transport, we can capture
highly skewed and heavily tailed solute arrival times and spatial par-
ticle distributions, which are characteristic of non-Fickian transport. The
space-fractional formulation of transport allows particle motion from
any point to points in large distance in the domain (not only between
consecutive CVs) in just one simulation step. Therefore, the spatial res-
olution (the size of the CVs) is no longer restricted to the convergence
scale of the CLT (Figure 2.2). This allows us to simulate transport at an
upscaled but still meaningful spatial scale.
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Figure 2.2: The non-local formulation allows mass exchange across all
CVs with a probability that decreases with distance. Source: [112]
The derivation of the space-fractional ADE is very much the same as it
was for the ADE (section 2.1.1), except employing the generalized Taylor
expansion in time (see [112] for more detail) that results in:
JF =
1
2
(
F
q
β (c)
∆xq
Γ (q+ 1)
+ I (∆xq)
)
η∆x (2.16)
in which JF is the fractional diffusive mass flux, F
q
β (c) is the qth fractional
derivative of the concentration at a given point x in the domain, Γ indi-
cates the gamma-function, q ∈ R+ is the order of the fractional derivative
and β ∈ [−1, 1] is the skewness parameter with β ∈ R. The higher-order
members of the generalized Taylor expansion are indicated by I (∆xq)
(for comparison see equation (2.3)). The parameter η is the rate (jumps
per time step) known from equation (2.5).
For ∆x → 0, we obtain the fractional Fick’s law when:
1. 12
∆xq
Γ(q+1)η → DF
2. 12 I (∆x
q) η → 0
Fractional Fick’s law is then:
JF = DFF
q
β (c) . (2.17)
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According to section 2.1.1, for DF
[
L2T−1/α
]
to be constant, we need
η → ∞ at the same rate as ∆xα → 0 and hence, ∆x grows with the same
rate as ∆t1/α decreases, where α = q+ 1 and α ∈ [1, 2].
The derivation of the fADE follows a similar procedure than the
derivation of the classical ADE (see equations (2.2) - (2.5)). The fADE
is the mass balance due to advective and fractional dispersive mass fluxes
across all (not necessarily adjacent) CVs, which we can formulate as:
∂c
∂t
+ v
∂c
∂x
−DFFαβ (C) = 0. (2.18)
The parameters α and β control the power-law decay (forward and
backward) of the displacement distributions and are typically obtained
by fitting data. The parameter α approaches one for highly heteroge-
neous, and to two for homogeneous media, and this is when equation
(2.18) simplifies to the ADE. The parameter β approaches to 1when parti-
cles move preferably faster or to β = −1 when the particles move prefer-
ably slower thsn the mean solute velocity.
In contrast to fractional-order derivatives, integer-order derivatives
only depend on local properties (e.g., slope) of the function (e.g., of the
velocity field). For α = 2, the fADE simplifies to the classical ADE, and
we describe transport in a homogeneous mediumwhere we can measure
the hydraulic properties for the whole medium at an arbitrary point in
space. For fractional-order derivatives, the properties at a given point x
depend on the entire function f [16]. The more the order of the fractional
derivative α converges to one, the more we weight the influence of func-
tion values f (x) in the direct periphery of x onto the fractional derivative
at x. This non-locality represents the effects of memory in space that al-
lows large displacements in a limited amount of time (e.g., as effects of
preferential flow paths or fractures).
Similarly, the time-fractional ADE reflects process memory in time that
is caused by particle trapping events (e.g., in dead-ends of the pore ge-
ometry or due to adsorption) zones. Hence, the time-fractional ADE re-
flects the effects of binding events via a fractional derivative on the time
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operator. If non-Fickian transport effects are caused by both - memory in
time and space - we can adapt equation 2.18 and obtain:
∂α
∗
c
∂t
+ v
∂c
∂x
−DFFαβ (C) = 0 (2.19)
where α∗ ∈ [0, 1] and α∗ ∈ R. We obtain the classical ADE for α∗ = 1
and α = 2 but for any other parameter set v andDF result in generalized
notations of velocity and dispersion without their typical dimensions.
Therefore, the fADE belongs to the group of effective models. The for-
mulation of a three-dimensional fADE is more demanding as the order
of the fractional derivative and the skewness parameter do not have to
be the same along all individual coordinates [78] (see Schumer et al., Ben-
son et al. (2001, 2002) [112, 12] and Sokolov (2012) [121] for more detail). In
any case, fADE models reflect the effects of process memory instead of
specifically modeling dependence.
Eulerian methods: 2. Multi-rate mass transfer models
From the physical perspective, particles that get trapped in the pore
space cause the anomalously late arrival times of solute particles. We
could simulate this simply by a first-order mass exchange rate between
the mobile (high-velocity zones) phase where transport follows, for in-
stance, the ADE and the immobile (low-velocity zones) phase. However,
structural heterogeneities (e.g., different minerals with different adsorp-
tion behavior, dead-ends in the pore space, small clay lenses, ...) of the
pore space affect the overall transport process in a way such that one sin-
gle transfer rate (as applied in mobile/immobile models) cannot capture
the complex interaction between these zones [57]. Multi-rate mass transfer
models (MRMT) describe the mass transfer between immobile and mo-
bile zones as a series of transfer rates in which each rate accounts for a
specific feature of the rock matrix which, in the end, controls the solute
arrival times.
The mobile/immobile mass transfer model (that will be generalized to
MRMT models below) is formulated as:
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(a) Porous media
(b) Mul -rate mass transfer 
Figure 2.3: Conceptual illustration of the multi-rate mass transfer mod-
els: (a) Sketch of a porous medium where the mass exchange between
high- and low-velocity zones is indicated by arrows. (b) Sketch of how
a multi-rate mass transfer model describes this mass exchange. Source:
[57]
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∂cm
∂t
+ γ
∂cim
∂t
= Lcm (2.20)
where cm and cim are the concentration in the mobile and the immobile
phase, respectively. The parameter γ [−] is the capacity ratio. It is the
ratio of the total solute mass in the immobile zone and the solute mass
in the mobile zone at equilibrium. The right-hand side of equation (2.20)
is denoted by L(x) = −v ∂∂x +D ∂
2
∂x2
, with v the average velocity and D
the dispersion tensor. The relationship between cm and cim is typically
given by one or more coupled mass transfer equations [57]. Haggerty and
Gorelick (1995) [57] have shown that many mobile/immobile (as well as
MRMT) formulations relate to the linear non-equilibrium mass transfer
equation:
∂cim
∂t
= ω (cm − cim) (2.21)
where ω is a first-order rate coefficient.
As already mentioned above, this single-rate mass transfer formula-
tion can hardly express the full complexity of the structural heterogeneity
of the porous media. Therefore, Haggerty and Gorelick (1995) [57] suggest
a series of single-rate mass transfer equations. We can reformulate the
solute transport equation (2.20):
∂cm
∂t
+
N
∑
i=1
γi
∂ (cim)i
∂t
= Lcm. (2.22)
The mass transfer equation for the MRMT becomes:
∂ (cim)i
∂t
= ωi (cm − (cim)i) (2.23)
where the ωi are mass-transfer-rate coefficients describing the local mass
transfer controlled by the respective structural heterogeneity (e.g., dead-
ends or small clay lenses etc.).
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Unfortunately, it is in practice not possible to measure all mass trans-
fer rate coefficients ωi and capacity ratios γi. This is why we consider
these parameters rather as distributions than as sets of n independent
sets of measurable parameters [57]. The series of mass transfer rates are
expressed in many ways (e.g., [30, 57, 104]) and a variation of MRMT
models have successfully been applied to many non-Fickian transport
problems. Carrera et al. (1998) [30] presented an elegant way to express
mass transfer rates that involves a convolution to express the unmeasur-
able parameter set effectively. According to this work, the solution of
equation (2.21) is given by:
cim = ωe
−ωt ∗ cm + cim (x, 0) e−ωt (2.24)
where ∗ denotes the convolution:
cm (x, t) ∗ωe−ωt =
∫ t
0
cm (x, t− ι)ωe−ωιdι. (2.25)
The convolution acts as an exponential filter that takes the function
cm to spread it according to a convolution with an exponential function
f (t) = ωe−ωt which is known as the "memory function" [30].
By taking the time derivative of equation (2.24), we can express the
mass transfer equation (2.23) under consideration of the memory func-
tion. This leads to the mobile solute transport equation with general ini-
tial conditions in the mobile and immobile phases (the full derivation is
provided in [30] and [113]):
∂cm
∂t
+ γ
∂cm
∂t
∗ f (t) = Lcm − γ (cm (x, 0)− cim (x, 0)) f (t) . (2.26)
In equation (2.26), it is thememory function f (t) that controls the devi-
ation from the classical ADE. With an appropriate choice of f (t), which
does not necessarily have to be an exponential function, we can capture
a variety of non-Fickian behaviors including the effects of displacement
distribution with a power-law tailing. MRMTmodels, just like the fADE,
do not simulate correlation specifically but reflect its effects.
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A Lagrangian method: Continuous-time random walks
Continuous-time random walks (CTRW) are one of the most popular
mathematical models to simulate transport from the Lagrangian perspec-
tive. So far, CTRWs are the most general simulation framework and are
equivalent to particular cases of the generalized Master equation (gME).
The generalized Master equation results from the ensemble average over
a set of local-in-time kinetic equations (e.g., the Master equation that rep-
resents mass balance) for a disordered system:
∂P (x, t)
∂t
=−∑
x′
∫ t
0
φ
(
x′ − x, t− t′) P (x, t′) dt′
+ ∑
x′
∫ t
0
φ
(
x− x′, t′ − t) P (x′, t′) dt′
(2.27)
where P (x, t) is the normalized concentration at current phase state
(x, t). In our particular case, the function φ describes the effect of the
velocity field on particle motion, and therefore φ is related to the transi-
tion rates know from the MRMT framework.
The Master equation in equation (2.27) represents a mass balance of
particles that have just arrived at position x at time t versus particles
that have just left position x at time t. Kenkre et al. (1973) [67] and Dentz
et al. (2016) [42] show, using Laplace transformation, that the general-
ized Master equation is completely equivalent to a CTRW, which is often
written as,
R(x, t) = ∑
x′
∫ t
0
p
(
x− x′, t− t′) R (x′, t′) (2.28)
where R (x, t) is the probability per time step to just arrive at position x at
time t, p (x− x′, t− t′) assigns the probability of making a displacement
x− x′ within the time interval t− t′ (x′ and t′ denotes the previous state).
The link between (2.28) and the gME is:
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P(x, t) = ∑
x′
∫ t
0
Ω
(
t− t′) R (x, t′) (2.29)
where Ω (t) = 1− ∫ t0 p (t′) is the probability for a particle to stay on site
x.
The recursion relations given in equation (2.30) produce trajectories
that are characterized by a probability flux at (x, t) and obey equation
(2.28):
xi+1 = xi + θi, ti+1 = ti + τi (2.30)
where the transit times τ follow some probability distribution Ψ (τ) and
the displacements θ follow some distribution Φ (θ). In equation (2.30),
consecutive transit times and displacements but also transit times and
the respective displacements at the same simulation step are all indepen-
dent.
CTRWmodels are the generalization of the classical random walk the-
ory (e.g., the PTRW, see equation (2.12)) where a simulation step is a
fixed increment in time. Within these temporal increments, a particle
makes a random jump. In the CTRW theory, the concept of a simula-
tion step is generalized as the temporal and the spatial increment are
described by the distributions Ψ and Φ. Thus, the challenge in the de-
sign of a CTRW is to map all important aspects of particle motion within
the porous medium onto Ψ and Φ. The identification of Ψ and Φ to
represent particle motion and the interaction with the pore matrix (e.g.,
binding and unbinding events) lies at the heart of CTRWs [15].
CTRWs describe transport as a stochastic process with statistically in-
dependent increments. Therefore, all particle displacements must be
large enough to ensure the total loss of dependence, which establishes
a lower limit below which CTRWs are invalid. To maximize the spatial
resolution of particle motion, CTRWs apply equidistant displacements
(θ ∼ const) at this very scale of independence. These equidistant CTRWs
are parametrized by a (de-)correlation length λ and a respective transit
time distribution Ψ (τ).
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The relation between the effective transport models
The phenomenological difference between CTRW and fADE models, on
the one hand, andMRMTmodels, on the other hand, is that MRMTmod-
els distinguish between the concentration in the mobile and the immo-
bile phase. CTRWs (but also fADE models) do not make this distinction,
and by applying CTRWs, we assume that we can track the particles, no
matter whether they are in the mobile or the immobile zone. In a real hy-
dro(geo)logic setting, however, we measure the solute concentration in
the mobile phase. From that perspective, the concept of MRMT models
is closer to what we would expect from arrival times measured in real,
large-scale groundwater systems.
Nonetheless, CTRW, fADE and MRMT models describe the effect of
process memory on particle motion. Therefore these models are similar
and, for particular cases, even equivalent. Berkowitz et al. (2002) [15] show
that the space-fractional ADE is approximated by equidistant CTRWs
with a power-law decay of the displacement distribution Φ, while
equidistant CTRWs approximate the time-fractional ADE with a power-
law decay in Ψ. The fADE formulation given by equation (2.19) allows
both, a power-law decay of Φ and Ψ, and is thus approximated by the
CTRW formulation given by equation (2.28). Schumer et al. (2003) [113]
and Dentz and Berkowitz (2003) [38] show that MRMT models that for-
mulate the memory function via fractional derivatives are equivalent to
fractional ADE models and hence as well to specific CTRWmodels.
2.2.2 Spatial Markov Models
A transport model that describes solute particle positions as the sum of
i.i.d. RVs is valid only at a scale λ at which consecutive velocities are in-
dependent. This scale, if it exists, might be too coarse for the application
of interest, e.g., dilution [69], mixing [74] and mixing-limited reaction
kinetics [126], that occur at the pore scale. Hence, if we refine the reso-
lution of the transport simulation, we must account for process memory
as the assumption of independence between simulations steps becomes
invalid.
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At this scale, consecutive particle velocities (and their directions) are
no longer independent, and hence particle positions over time are no
longer given by the sum of i.i.d. random variables. The correlation struc-
ture of the transport process is determined by the spatial coordination of
the velocity field [72]. Consecutive Lagrangian particle velocities {vi}∞i=0
at equal longitudinal distances (θ ∼ const and θ < λ) along the trajecto-
ries form aMarkov process in space. To incorporate a series of correlated
velocities into a random walk with equidistant displacements θ, we can
re-write equation (2.30):
xi+1 = xi + θ, ti+1 = ti +
θ
vi
. (2.31)
The transition probabilities r (v = vi, x = xi|v′ = vi−1, x′ = xi−1) be-
tween consecutive particle velocities can be expressed as a conditional
probability in which we describe the transition probability r from veloc-
ity v′ at position x′ to a velocity v at position x = x′ + θ as:
r
(
v, x|v′, x′) = 〈δ [v− vi+1]〉|vi=v′ (2.32)
where the angular brackets denote the average over all realizations (e.g.,
an ensemble of particle trajectories). The function δ [v− vi+1] is 1 if
v = vi+1 and zero otherwise. For a stationary velocity field, transition
probabilities are stationary in space, i.e., r (v, x|v′, x′) = r (v, x− x′|v′)
for all x and x′ in the domain.
The random walk described in equation (2.31) is a Markov process in
phase space (x, t, v) and can be considered as a correlated CTRW. In con-
trast to a classical CTRW with independent increments, equations (2.31)
and (2.32) form a CTRW in which consecutive velocities v are correlated.
CTRWswith correlated consecutive velocities are better known as spatial
Markov models (SMM). SMMs simulate correlation itself not just its ef-
fects and correlation is what controls particle motion including the evolv-
ing non-Fickianity and its potential asymptotic return to Fickianity [73].
We can describe the spatial particle distribution after i simulation steps
of an SMM by:
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pi (x, t, v) = 〈δ (x− xi) δ (t− ti) δ (v− vi)〉 . (2.33)
We can further approximate the series of Lagrangian velocities along
the particle trajectories as a Markov process with transition probabilities
that satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [54]:
pi+1 (x, t, v) =
∫ ∫ ∫
p
(
x, t, v|x′, t′, v′) pi (x′, t′, v′) dx′dt′dv′, (2.34)
where the transition probability p is defined as [111]:
p
(
x, t, v|x′, t′, v′) = 〈δ (x− xi+1) |xi=x′δ (t− ti+1) |ti=t′δ (v− vi+1) |vi=v′〉 .
(2.35)
Using equations (2.31) and (2.32), we obtain
p
(
x, t, v|x′, t′, v′) = δ (x− x′ − θ) δ(t− t′ − θ
v′
)
r
(
v, θ|v′) . (2.36)
Inserting equation (2.36) into the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, which
quantifies the transition probabilities of a Markov process [54], (2.34), we
get
pi+1 (x, t, v) =
∫ ∞
0
dv′r
(
v, θ|v′) pi
(
x− θ, t− θ
v′
, v′
)
. (2.37)
Now, we define R (x, t, v) as the probability per unit time step to just
arrive at position x with the velocity v by summing pi (equation (2.33))
over all i [111],
R (x, t, v) =
∞
∑
i=1
pi (x, t, v) . (2.38)
By summing equation (2.37) over i we obtain
R (x, t, v) = g0 (x, t, v) +
∫ ∞
0
dv′r
(
v, θ|v′) R(x− θ, t− θ
v′
, v′
)
(2.39)
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where g0 is the initial distribution of the particles. In equation (2.39), we
assume that a particle that just arrives at position x with a velocity v re-
mains there for a certain waiting time τ = θ/v. The probability P (x, t, v)
for a particle to be at (x, v) at time t is defined by the probability per time
to arrive at (x, v) at some time t′ < t and to remain there until time t [73]:
P (x, t, v) =
∫ t
0
Ω
(
∆x
v
− t′
)
R
(
x, t− t′, v) (2.40)
where Ω is the probability of a particle to stay on site x. We obtain the
spatial particle distribution from P (x, t, v) by integrating over all veloci-
ties v:
c (x, t) =
∫ ∞
0
dvP (x, t, v) . (2.41)
But how is this related to the classical continuous-time random walks
from section 2.2.1? In equation (2.41) consecutive particle velocities
are correlated according to the transition probability r given in (2.32).
CTRWs assume consecutive particle velocities to be independent and
therefore r (v, x|v′, x′) = p(v) where p(v) is the Lagrangian velocity dis-
tribution. If consecutive particle velocities are independent, we can de-
couple R (x, t, v) = R (x, t) p (v) and P (x, t, v) = P (x, t) p (v) and replace
these expressions in equations (2.39) and (2.40) to recover the CTRW from
Berkowitz et al., Scher and Lax (2002, 1973) [15, 111] which is numerically
approximated by the recursive relations given in equation (2.30).
To evaluate the velocity transition probabilities in SMMs (equation
(2.31)) as a function of spatial increments θ, we can discretize the velocity
distribution into N classes, v ∈ ∪Nj=1
(
vj, vj+1
)
, and we obtain a transition
probability matrix T:
Tji (θ) =
∫ vk+1
vk
dv
∫ vj+1
vj
dv′r (v,∆x|v′) p (v′)∫ vj+1
vj
dv′p (v′)
(2.42)
where
∫ vj+1
vj
dv′p (v′) is the probability of the velocity class j. The transi-
tion matrix Tji is a N×N doubly stochastic matrix ,∑Nk=1 Tji = ∑Nl=1 Tij =
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1, that represents the transition probabilities between discrete velocity
states. The convergence rate of the transition matrix towards the uni-
form matrix ,[limn→∞ Tn]ji =
1
N , can be related to the decay rate of the
second largest eigenvalue χ2 of T [64, 128, 132].
Markov processes are characterized by an exponentially decaying cor-
relation that can be expressed by:
K(n) ∝ exp
(
− n
τexp
)
(2.43)
where τexp is the exponential autocorrelation time of aMarkov process,
which is related to the second largest eigenvalue χ2 via τexp = − 1ln|χ2|
[63]. Hence, the description of transport as aMarkov process is only valid
within the range of an exponentially decaying velocity autocorrelation
belowwhich we cannot describe transport as a spatial Markov process of
order one. Below that scale, another process description is required, e.g.,
a Markov process of order n, which means that the future state depends
on past n states [54].
2.3 Describing Dependence
Spatial Markovmodels simulate transport at a scale at which consecutive
particle velocities are correlated. Throughout this thesis, I subdivide pro-
cess memory into memory of speed and memory of direction. In most cases,
we describe dependence by the Pearson correlation coefficient, which is a
linear measure of dependence. Particle motion, however, reveals depen-
dence beyond linearity and copulas are powerful tools to describe such
higher-order dependence. In the following, I introduce the Pearson cor-
relation coefficient (section 2.3), and I also give a brief overview over the
copula theory (section 2.3).
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Pearson correlation coefficient
The Pearson correlation coefficient (denoted as correlation in the follow-
ing), is a generalization of the variance. The linear relationship between
two data sets B and Z is given by the covariance,
sbz =
1
n− 1
n
∑
i=1
(
bi − b¯
) · (zi − z¯) (2.44)
where n is size of the data sets and sbz is the covariance. Covariance
in equation 2.44 is a formal extension of the variance by another index z.
The covariance is large when high values of b causes high values of z and
becomes negative when a high value of b causes a small values of z. Such
as the variance, the covariance is scale (or unit) dependent, e.g., it matters
whether we calculate the covariance in meters or centimeters. Therefore
we need to normalize the covariance. This normalization results in the
Pearson correlation coefficient K ∈ [−1, 1],
K =
∑
n
i=1
(
bi − b¯
) · (zi − z¯)√
∑
n
i=1
(
bi − b¯
)2 ·√∑ni=1 (zi − z¯)2
, (2.45)
K = 1 and K = −1 indicate a perfect correlation between the data sets.
It occurs only in case of an increasing or decreasing functional (deter-
ministic) relationship between B and Z of order one, respectively. For all
−1 < K < 1 and K 6= 0, there is a linear statistical relationship between
B and Z that decreases for K → 0. For R = 0, there is also a stochastic
component that totally dominates (no correlation anymore).
It is important to highlight again, that the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient is a measure of linear dependence only. Transport processes in
porous media exhibit a dependence structure in which the degree of de-
pendence depends on the current particle velocity, e.g., very slow par-
ticles exhibit memory in time while fast particles seem not to have any
temporal memory. Correlation, applied as the measure for that, is unable
to detect or describe such a velocity-dependent dependence. For trans-
port processes in porous media, however, non-linear dependence is of
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highest interest to deeply understand (and then simulate) the governing
mechanisms of particle motion. Instead of correlation, copulas are very
well positioned to express non-linear dependence.
Copula
Copulas can describe dependence without being constrained to a first-
order second-moment description of dependence like correlation. Copu-
las, instead, quantify the strength of dependence within different quan-
tile ranges. Thus, they could indicate whether high quantiles exhibit
stronger dependence than low quantiles [76]. As an example, copulas
in the time domain will be used to quantify the dependence between the
velocity (quantile) now and some ∆t later. Therefore, copulas are very
similar to transition matrices (section 2.2.2) with an equiprobable bin-
ning. Here, a high transition probability between the velocity classes can
be interpreted as a strong dependence between velocity quantiles.
Apart from reflecting dependence beyond linearity, copulas are very
powerful to visualize and interpret dependence. InMost et al. (2016) [86]
we have shown that the interpretation of bivariate dependence of two
sets of random variables (i.e., the 3D velocity pdf now and later) is hard,
when the marginal distributions are dominated by their extreme values
(Figure 2.4 a)). Extreme values are characteristic for transport in porous
media as a result of the strong pore-scale velocity gradients within the
medium (e.g., velocity in fractures vs. velocity in the rockmatrix). Bivari-
ate distributions are inappropriate to visualize the dependence structure
of this kind of data [8] and as a result, they are not very useful to gain a
detailed process understanding (see RO1).
Copulas, as an alternative representation of dependence, avoid the
difficulties introduced by such extreme values. Instead, they express
the strength of dependence independently of the marginal distribution
[8]. For that reason, they are often said to reveal the pure dependence.
The marginals are removed by a probability integral transformation that
transfers the marginals to uniform distributions. This transformation can
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be understood as a transformation from the value space to the rank space
[8].
Figure 2.4 shows (a) the bivariate density and (b) the copula density
(equation (2.51)) of longitudinal displacements separated by a time lag
τL. We cannot easily derive a meaningful conclusion about the under-
lying dependence just from the bivariate distribution. The copula, how-
ever, reveals that the magnitude of dependence between consecutive dis-
placements depends strongly on the displacement quantile. In this case,
there is a very high probability for a particle that just made a small dis-
placement to make another small displacement in the upcoming step.
For a large displacement, this probability is distinctively smaller.
Mathematically, a copula is a multivariate (cumulative) distribution
function of two or more random variables on the unit hypercube [120],
C : [0, 1]n → [0, 1], (2.46)
with marginals that are all distributed uniformly, that is, for any number
0 ≥ ui ≥ 1:
C
(
u(i)
)
= ui if u
(i) = (1, . . . , 1, ui, 1, . . . , 1) , (2.47)
and has to be zero if any of the arguments is zero:
C (u) = 0 if u = (u1, . . . , 0, . . . , un) . (2.48)
Furthermore, for any n-dimensional hypercube in the unit hypercube
the corresponding probability has to be non-negative:
2n−1
∑
j=0
(−1)n−∑ni=1 ji C (u1 + j1∆1, . . . , un + jn∆n) > 0 (2.49)
if 0 ≤ ui ≤ ui + ∆i ≤ 1 and i = ∑n−1k=0 jk2k.
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The copula is the link between any continuous multivariate distribu-
tion function F(t1, ..., tn) and its univariate marginals Ft1 , ..., Ftn . This fact
is known as Sklar’s theorem [120]:
F(t1, ..., tn) = C(F(t1), ..., F(tn)). (2.50)
If the copula is continuous, the copula density is given by:
c (F(t1), . . . , F(ti)) =
∂nC (F(t1), . . . , F(ti)))
∂F(t1), . . . , ∂F(ti)
. (2.51)
For more detailed descriptions and explanations of the basic concept
of copulas, the interested reader is referred to Nelsen (2013) [89].
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Figure 2.4: Bivariate distribution of particle displacements separated by
a time lag τL in a) for the value space and in b) for the uniform space
which represents an empirical copula density.
2.4 Digital Rock Physics
Studying particle trajectories during transport in natural rock is greatly
facilitated by having detailed information on pore-scale geometry. Such
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geometric information can be provided by X-ray tomography. The parti-
cle trajectories employed in this thesis are produced by the Royal School
of Mines at Imperial College London. A detailed description of how this
data is generated can be found, for instance, in Bijeljic et al., Blunt et al.,
Raeini et al., Pereira Nunes et al. (2011, 2013, 2014, 2015) [20, 23, 103, 98].
The general workflow to obtain particle trajectories at (or even below)
the size of the governing heterogeneity is:
1. Create a three-dimensional image of the pore geometry via a micro-
CT scan.
2. Discretize the pore space.
3. Solve the Navier-Stokes equation to obtain the flow field inside the
pore space.
4. Perform a PTRW-based transport simulation.
5. Track particle positions over time to obtain the trajectories.
In the following, I give the technical specifications of the DNS for pore-
scale transport used throughout this thesis.
The pore-scale simulation of flow and transport for this thesis is con-
ducted on a Doddington sandstone image. This comprises of 1000 cubed
voxels per spatial direction (i.e., a total of 1 · 109 voxels) with 2.6929 µm
voxel size, resulting in image lengths in each direction of Lx = Ly = Lz =
2.6929 mm. The image is acquired by scanning a 5 mm diameter core in a
micro-CT scanner Xradia Versa 500. The image processing is carried out
using the Avizo Fire 7.0 program (VSG; www.vsg3d.com). The image
porosity of φ = 0.195 compares well with laboratory measurements us-
ing helium porosimetry (φ = 0.192). Noise reduction has been achieved
by using a non-local means edge-preserving filter [29] while segmenta-
tion into pore and solid voxels has been performed using the watershed
seeded algorithm [4].
Each voxel created by image segmentation is a grid-block in the subse-
quent flow simulation. The volume conservation equation (2.52)(see be-
low) and the Navier-Stokes equations (2.53) (see below) for incompress-
ible viscous flow are solved in the pore space by the method presented in
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Figure 2.5: Visualization of the pore-scale velocity field of the Dodding-
ton sandstone sample.
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Raeini et al. (2012) [102] and Bijeljic et al. (2013) [21]. This method is based
on a finite-volume code implemented in OpenFoam [93]:
∇ · v = 0 (2.52)
ρ(
∂v
∂t
+ v · ∇v) = −∇p+ µL∇2v (2.53)
where v
[
LT−1
]
is the velocity vector, µL
[
ML−1T−1
]
is the viscosity
of the liquid (i.e., water), ρ
[
ML−3
]
is the density, and ∇p [PaL−1] is
pressure. A unit pressure gradient is applied across the image with a
constant-pressure boundary condition at the inlet and outlet image faces.
No-slip boundary conditions are used at solid voxel boundaries.
The average pore velocity is calculated as vav =
q
φ , where q =
Q
LyLz
is the Darcy velocity and Q
[
L3T−1
]
is the volumetric flux. From flow
simulation, the absolute permeability in the image flow direction using
Darcy’s law is k = 3.23 · 10−12m2. Figure 2.5 presents the flow field based
on voxel velocities in the resulting Doddington sandstone image. Trans-
port is simulated on the image voxels by a particle tracking randomwalk
method [20]. For the above velocity field, simulations are performed by
tracking advective and diffusive displacements of particles in constant
time steps ∆tsim = 1 · 10−4s, so that the updated particle positions Xt+1
given the current positions Xt is given by the Itô-Taylor expansion for-
mulated in (2.11) and (2.12).
A total of 1000 particles are injected using flux-weighted injection and
their particle trajectories are tracked until they cross the exit image face.
To ensure that particles do not cross the inlet face by backward diffusion,
the particles are injected sufficiently far from the inlet face. It turned out
that injecting into the 30th image voxel layer as measured from the in-
let is sufficient. In each time step, particles are moved advectively by
v (Xt)∆tsim along the streamlines, traversing one or more voxels using
a modified Pollock’s algorithm [99]. Then, they are moved diffusively
by B (Xt)∆Wt =
√
24Dm∆tsim(U − 0.5) where Dm = 2.2 · 10−9 m2s is the
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molecular diffusion coefficient of water and U is a random number uni-
formly distributed between 0 and 1 [11]. Here, diffusive particle motion,
typically represented as a Gaussian density, is approximated by a convo-
lution of uniform densities, which is computationally more efficient and
therefore used for the transport simulation [11]. Particles can hit solid
boundaries only by diffusion - if this occurs, they are bounced back to
the pore voxels in a random direction and traverse the remainder of the
diffusive displacement for that time step.
Simulations are performed for two different transport conditions char-
acterized by different Péclet numbers. The Péclet number is defined as
Pe = vavLDm where the characteristic length L is obtained from the micro-
CT image as L = piVS , with porous medium volumeV, and the area of
the pore-grain interface S. Both is calculated from the micro-CT image
[87]. The resulting characteristic length for Doddington sandstone is es-
timated as L = 200.18 µm. For later comparison, simulations for Pe = 10
and Pe = 100 are performed that corresponds to average velocity values
of vav = 0.109896mms and vav = 1.09896
mm
s , respectively.
Part II
Contributions
Chapter 3
Dependence Analysis of
Three-Dimensional Particle
Motion
Part II may contain similar and/or identical formulations from my publica-
tions Most et al. (2016) [86]. I omit a clear identification for readability and
use parts of the article by kind permission of the publisher WRR.
Traditional formulations for transport in porous media that are
founded on Fickian transport laws understand particle motion as an in-
dependent stochastic process. This is a very strong assumption and not
always valid since dependence matters at some scales.
My main hypothesis of this thesis is that all information about process
dependence is contained in the particle trajectories. To check whether
process dependence is significant, I introduce an analysis framework to
thoroughly analyze the statistics of particle motion through porous me-
dia based on the highly resolved trajectories obtained by DRP. This anal-
ysis is an essential step to better understand transport, which therefore
addresses research objective one (RO1). The analysis is also an important
component to answer one part of my research question:
How can we use latest advances in DRP best to better understand (and sim-
ulate) transport?
In the upcoming section, I elaborate on the relevance of dependence
(section 3.1). In section 3.2, I give a detailed description of the preprocess-
ing of the DNS-trajectories, which is a necessary step for the statistical
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analysis of particle motion. In section 3.3, I introduce the copula-based
analysis framework. In section 3.4 I discuss the results. Finally, I evaluate
whether the proposed analysis framework fulfills research objective one.
A summary of this chapter together with the conclusions can be found in
part III.
3.1 The Relevance of Process Dependence
Recent advances in X-ray tomography made it possible to describe
advective-diffusive transport in the pore space of micro-CT images with
a high degree of accuracy [20, 24] (section 2.4). Such a highly accurate
transport simulation through the pore space provides the input data for
the upcoming analysis of process dependence. Analyzing the stochastic
transport process in this manner adds new information on the nature of
non-Fickianity (and how it depends on heterogeneity and on the Péclet
number) by including improved descriptions of memory of speed and
memory of direction.
To the best of my knowledge, there is no other study available that fo-
cuses so deeply on the complex dependence structure of pore-scale trans-
port processes. That is an essential first step to more accurately simulate
transport. The term dependence structure can be understood as the charac-
teristic residence time a particle stays within a specific velocity quantile,
for instance in a slow zone. This characteristic time can be very different
for slow or fast particles, and for different angles of motions. In this chap-
ter, I describe the dependence structure through transition probabilities
from one to another velocity quantile in consecutive time increments.
To achieve a clearer understanding of the dependence structure, I will
first analyze the memory effects in the longitudinal and transverse di-
rection (memory of speed), and then expand my analysis to the cross-
dependence between longitudinal and transversal direction (memory of
direction). The main goal in this chapter is to provide a comprehensive
analysis of the high-order dependence structure that encompasses the
full 3D information of the pore-scale transport simulation (see research
question and RO1).
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I focus on the following four relevant issues:
(1) To date, there is no other study available that analyzes the statis-
tics of transport in porous media in all directions in a joint manner. In
specific, no other study analyses the evolution of the complex cross-
directional (e.g., x- vs. y-direction or y- vs. z-direction) dependence of
particle displacements over time. This is especially relevant for under-
standing mixing processes as the transverse spread controls the mixing
behavior in natural systems (e.g., [40, 74]).
(2) Most studies (e.g., Le Borgne et al., Le Borgne et al., Kang et al., Kang
et al., Kang et al., Sund et al., Sund et al. (2008, 2008, 2011, 2015, 2016,
2016, 2017) [72, 73, 62, 65, 66, 128, 129] ) that address anomalous trans-
port present an analysis or a simulation technique for a specific and/or
simplified experimental set-up. All these methods contain a statistical
description of the transport process up to their chosen degree of a-priori
simplification. The current contribution will provide a statistical descrip-
tion of the spatial displacement dependence without simplifications and
in full spatial complexity.
(3) I analyze processmemory (in the temporal domain) under the influ-
ence of diffusion as a function of the sampling time dt, time lag τL and the
Péclet number (parameters will be clarified below). Understanding pro-
cess memory is essential to define the minimum duration and timescale
that is required to return to a time-domain Markov process or to Fickian
transport. In particular, the influence of diffusion on process memory is
interesting, as diffusion alone can transport particles into and back out of
stagnant zones. The inward process generates process memory while the
outward process reduces memory, and both parts depend on the Péclet
number.
(4) I conduct the analyses in a spherical coordinate system that moves
with each particle. In specific, particle position increments are analyzed
in terms of absolute lengths of displacements and two angles (azimuth
and elevation), instead of looking at increments in each spatial direction
(i.e., x, y, and z). I have found that this coordinate system is very close to
the underlying physics and is better positioned to describe the complex
dependence than the Cartesian coordinate system. Furthermore, an anal-
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ysis of absolute displacements can directly be used to define stagnation
or mobility of particles in respective zones of the flow field.
3.2 Preprocessing of the Simulation Data
The data for statistical analysis comes from a preprocessing step that is
using the particle trajectories from the transport simulation (Figure 3.1
a). The preprocessing step extracts the data relevant to analyze parti-
cle increment distributions and their memory effects. I am interested in
the dependence structure and the process memory as a function of time
increment dt and time lag (between time increments) τL (Figure 3.1 b).
In this section, the process time tp, the temporal discretization of the
transport simulation ∆tsim, the time increment dt and the time lag τL
are explained in detail as illustrated in Figure 3.1b). The process time
tp is the time passed from the initial injection of the particles into the
flow field. It runs from t = 0s to the end of the simulation 10 seconds
later. This is the typical time coordinate used to describe time-dependent
dispersion behavior. The parameter ∆tsim is the temporal discretization
of the pore-scale transport simulation. It remains constant, and I as-
sume that it is sufficiently small to neglect the discretization error, which
has been validated in previous studies (e.g., Bijeljic et al., Mostaghimi
et al. (2004, 2012) [19, 87]).
However, the focus lies on dt and τL. I evaluate the absolute spatial
increments of the particles within the time increment dt (dt = n · ∆tsim).
The parameter dt is the temporal sampling window in which I sample
the positions of particles moving through the porous medium according
to the underlying velocity field. The spatial increments are defined as the
Euclidean distances between the particles’ position at ti and the particles’
position at ti + dt, where the intervals for analysis run from t1 = 500 to
tn = 20000. The time increment dt is varied as part of the analysis to
see how particle increment statistics change with time resolution scale
at which the transport is analyzed. As I am interested in the process
dependence and its memory, I am, for instance, interested whether fast
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particles in a current time step are still fast in a later time step. Therefore,
I additionally derive a joint increment data set of all particle increments
in time increments separated by a time lag τL, and vary τL to analyze the
duration of memory.
The resulting data sets enter the copula-based analysis (section 2.3) to
derive the dependence structure and memory of the transport process
as a function of dt and τL. If we look only at fully advection-dominated
transport, the ratio of particle position increments θ over time increments
dt would be the particle velocities averaged over a temporal sampling
window dt. However, as I analyze transport at a finite-Péclet regime, the
position increments also contain diffusive contributions, and the analogy
would not honor the full physics of the process.
a) b)
Figure 3.1: a) Trajectories of four particles in two transport regimes at
Péclet=10 (yellow and blue) and Péclet=100 (orange and purple) and the
time tex after which the particle’s position exceed the sample boundary;
b) exemplary sketch of the parameters used in the preprocessing proce-
dure with n = ti + dt+ τL.
3.3 Statistical Analysis
The statistical description of advective-diffusive particle motion and the
interaction with the pore structure is essential to accurately parameter-
ize stochastic processes (e.g., CTRW or SMM). In this chapter, I give a
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detailed description of how I adapted the copula framework to extract
processes understanding optimally.
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Figure 3.2: Advantages and disadvantages of several techniques for rep-
resenting dependence. a) Bivariate density of particle displacements in
µm. The color bar indicates the strength of dependence qualitatively
from zero to strong. b) Copula of particle displacement in the rank space.
c) Change to spherical coordinates: copula of absolute displacement vs.
angle against main flow direction in the rank space d) hybrid depiction
of absolute displacement in the rank space vs. angles against main flow
direction in the value space.
Figure 3.2b shows the copula density of the displacement components
in x and y direction within a given time increment dt. It is assessed by
averaging all available increment data over process time tp and over 1000
particle trajectories. The shown copula density describes the dependence
structure of particle displacements for a given sampling window dt sep-
arated by a time lag τL. This is an analysis performed in the Cartesian
coordinate system. We can see that large displacements in x-direction
are often linked to small y-displacements. This cross-directional depen-
dence is caused by particles moving fast at small angles to the flow di-
rection (x). If we switch now to a spherical coordinate system, we can
analyze the absolute displacements θ separated from the direction which
is represented by two angles, azimuth and elevation (Figures 3.1b and
3.3). In Figure 3.2c, I show the dependence structure between absolute
displacement θ and the azimuth Θ.
Small absolute values of the azimuth values represent displacements
along the main flow direction, azimuth values close to ±180◦ represent
displacements against the main flow.
Now that I have chosen the coordinate system for the analysis, we need
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to re-visit the suitability of copulas as the analysis tool. Even if copu-
las reveal the pure dependence, it is very demanding to draw conclu-
sions from the rank space that are valid and physically meaningful in
the real world. For instance, if we consider the copula shown in Figure
3.2c, a naive interpretation might be that small displacements usually
move against the main flow direction. Physical reasoning, however, re-
veals that small displacements occur mostly in regions with reduced or
no flow, where diffusion is the controlling mechanism. Diffusion does
not have a preferential direction, and this contradicts the results visually
suggested by the copula analysis in Figure 3.2c.
This contradiction can only be resolved when understanding that de-
pendence in the rank space as shown by the copula requires a careful
and sometimes non-trivial interpretation before translating to conclu-
sions on physics. As an alternative, I will choose a related but different
way of representing the dependence. Copulas, as mentioned above, are
most valuable if the marginals are heavily skewed. Therefore, they are
very useful when analyzing absolute displacements. The distribution of
azimuth values, however, is naturally constrained between −180◦ and
180◦, which does not call for analysis in the rank space. During the anal-
ysis, I found that a hybrid representation of the dependence structure
reveals an intuitive and physically correct perspective onto the trans-
port physics that are the underlying cause of dependence among incre-
ments. The hybrid representation uses azimuth without transformation
but treats absolute displacements in the rank space. The resulting anal-
ysis in Figure 3.2d reveals clearly that, for small absolute displacement,
azimuth has a very high variance. This reflects the physical fact that, in
stagnant or slow-flow zones, the diffusively driven transport component
has no preferred direction. Hence, the hybrid representation of the de-
pendence structure can provide an insightful and physically meaningful
view on the process.
Throughout the whole analysis, the x-axis is always oriented along
the overall mean flow direction. This gives us two possible transversal
planes (x-y and-x-z plane) to analyze transversal effects of the transport
process. I assume the porous medium to be isotropic in transverse direc-
tions and hence I do not expect new phenomena by analyzing the second
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Figure 3.3: Spherical coordinate system with θ as the absolute displace-
ment, Θ as the angle against the overall mean flow direction and φ as
the second directional angle. The coordinate conversion is given by
θ =
√
(x2 + y2 + z2), Θ = arccos zθ and φ = arccos
z
θ
transversal axis. Hence, I only analyze the dependence between absolute
displacement θ and the azimuth Θ.
3.4 Results & Discussion
3.4.1 Univariate Analysis
I first focus on the univariate statistics of pore-scale transport by looking
at displacement components in a traditional Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem.
Figure 3.4 indicates that, for infinitesimal dt, pore-scale transport is
likely to follow Fickian transport laws: the particle displacement distri-
butions in all three spatial directions can be considered as Gaussian (Fig-
ure 3.4). Figure 3.4a shows that this finding is independent of process
time tp. I interpret this as a confirmation that the analysis of particle posi-
tion increments is beneficial because statistics of particle positions (instead
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Figure 3.4: Empirical probability density functions for the Cartesian com-
ponents of particles positions increments: a) longitudinal increments (x)
for a very small time increment (dt = 3 · 10−4s) at different process times.
b) longitudinal increments with increasing time increments dt c) same as
b) but a transverse (y) component.
of increments) are known to be affected by time-increment-dependent
scale effects [74].
However, we do not have access to infinitesimal dt and already for our
smallest possible dt = 3 · 10−4s the distributions are not perfectly sym-
metric. This is a first sign for the non-Fickianity evolving on larger time
scales (dt). For larger dt (=larger Perel), the skewness of the displacement
distributions in longitudinal direction is increasing (Figure 3.4b). This
is caused by fast advective forward motion of some particles, combined
with slow or even stagnant motion of others. In transversal direction, the
deviation from normality manifests itself in the kurtosis (Figure 3.4c)).
The increasing skewness and the non-normal kurtosis would not ap-
pear if the transport process could be described as an independent
stochastic process based on normal increments for small dt as indicated
in Figure 3.4a. In specific, the CLT dictates that, if the normal increments
in Figure 3.4 were, in fact, independent, then increments for larger dt
would again be normal. While diffusion is, per definition, a fully in-
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dependent process, advection is a process with memory. The memory
is induced by the physics of flow that induces the dependence. With
higher Perel, the dependence becomes stronger as advection becomes
more dominant: the expected diffusive displacement scales with the
square root of time, the expected advective displacement scales with
time. As a result, the univariate distribution deviates more and more
from normality with increasing dt, because the assumption of an inde-
pendent process does not hold anymore.
In addition, the order of dependence must be higher than one, i.e.,
more complex than linear. If we assume for a moment that advection
introduces only linear dependence, the resulting distributions for larger
dt would again be Gaussian, because the appearing stochastic process
would be an autocorrelated process [33] that remains Gaussian if the
stochastic noise term is Gaussian. The non-linearity of dependence ob-
servable here must come from advection as diffusion cannot induce de-
pendence.
3.4.2 Pearson Correlation
The Pearson-correlation plots in Figure 3.5 lead to similar conclusions
about the dependence structure. The Figure shows the autocorrelation
among x-components of particle position increments for a) Pe = 10 and
b) Pe = 100 over increasing time lag τL for different values of time incre-
ment dt. For Pe = 10 and dt = 3 · 10−4s the process is fully independent
over all the time lags τL examined. This is the short-term regime of dt
(small Perel) in which diffusion dominates. If the transport process could
be described as Taylor-Aris dispersion with a random yet constant-over-
time velocity and without diffusion (Pe → ∞), the correlation would be
one over all τL. For Pe = 100 and τL = 3 · 10−4s, the correlation of 0.6
indicates that the process is not independent. Already at this scale, the
dependence arising from advection influences the process (see also the
slight asymmetry in Figure 3.4a). The correlation becomes one or very
close to one for τL = 3 · 10−4s as dt ≥ 30 · 10−4s. The speed of gaining
dependence depends strongly on the global flow regime. Under rela-
tively diffusive conditions (Pe = 10) and dt below a specific flow-regime
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Figure 3.5:Auto correlation among x-components of particle position in-
crements for a) Pe = 10 and b) Pe = 100 in longitudinal direction over
increasing time lag τL for different values of time increment dt.
dependent constraint, the correlation is either zero or only present for
very short time lags τL. This dt constraint decreases as the Péclet num-
ber increases. Above that constraint, the correlation decreases gradually
with increasing τL. The correlation, however, does not decrease linearly
with log τL, and hence the memory causing the dependence must be be-
yond first order with increasing time lags τL, i.e., we have a Markov pro-
cess of order higher than one. This conclusion can once again be drawn
from comparison to an autoregressive model of order one (AR(1)), which
would lead to an exponentially decaying correlation.
3.4.3 Analysis of Memory Effects in the Absolute
Displacements (Pe=100)
We start with the bivariate dependence analysis between the absolute
displacements recorded in consecutive time increments dt separated by
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Figure 3.6: Copula densities for absolute displacements under advective
and diffusive transport at Pe = 100 between increasing time increments
dt separated by increasing time lags τL. The dashed-red lines mark the
critical displacements that define the transition between the stagnant and
the mobile zone.
a time lag τL. This means we look at the dependence between a displace-
ment now versus a displacement later. As I deal with heavily skewed
distributions, I use classical copulas. The bivariate copulas of the abso-
lute displacements with increasing dt and τL are shown in Figure 3.6.
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If we analyze Figure 3.6 from the left to the right column, we observe
a process that is dominated more and more strongly by advection as dt
increases. If we analyze from top to bottom, we are analyzing the persis-
tence of process memory. For dt = 3 · 10−4s and τL = 3 · 10−4s, the copula
density is occupied in the top right corner: There is already a small frac-
tion of fast particles (in advection-dominated regions) that remain inside
fast flow channels. For those particles, a small scale of time (dt) is al-
ready sufficient to induce dependence. The entire remaining area of the
plot indicates complete independence, which is caused by diffusion that
is dominant at this time scale. For increasing dt and τL = 3 · 10−4s, ad-
vection becomes more influential as the relative Péclet number increases.
The relative Péclet number is the Péclet number that is derived by the
particles current velocity. In the first row of Figure 3.6, we can see the
transition from a diffusion-dominated and nearly independent process
towards an almost purely advective-dominated transport process with a
nearly linear dependence between the states.
If we increase both parameters (dt and τL) and follow the plots on the
diagonal of the Figure, we see a very interesting change of the depen-
dence structure: For small dt and τL, the dependence is located only
within the large-displacement quantiles. For increasing dt, the small
displacement quantiles gradually gain dependence whereas, simultane-
ously, the large displacements continuously lose their dependence. Ergo,
we can deduce that the dependence is non-linear and strongly scale-
dependent. In other words, memory effects in non-Fickian transport
come either from preferential flow when we analyze small-scale pro-
cesses (small dt) or from the persistence of small displacements within
stagnant zones at the larger scale. Hence, the root of non-Fickianity
strongly depends on the considered scale (dt). This means that the
stochastic process (or transition matrix) used in non-Fickian transport
simulations to account for the inherent process dependence has only a
limited validity range.
The square in the lower left corner of Figure 3.6 (red dotted lines) de-
scribe the transition probabilities of particle displacements that can be
considered as mobile (upper right square) and the immobile particles
(lower left square). The remaining two squares represent the transition
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probability or exchange rate of particles from mobile to immobile or vice
versa. The definition of a critical displacement that characterizes trans-
port in stagnant velocity zones is derived by the χ2-distribution, which
is the sum of the squares of k = 3 independent standard normal random
variables. Herein, the critical displacement is defined by the 95-quantile
of a χ2-distribution that scales with Dm × dt. For dt = 1000 · 10−4s (see
right column), absolute displacements below 39.5193µm are considered
as stagnant.
3.4.4 Analysis of Memory Effects in the Azimuths
(Pe=100)
In Figure 3.7, the bivariate densities of azimuths are illustrated, and we
are looking at azimuths now versus azimuths later. Azimuth should be
understood as deviation from the main flow direction. I do not use copu-
las in this case because the distribution is symmetric (Figure 3.7) and con-
strained between -180 and 180 degrees. If we start againwith the smallest
dt and τL, we can see from the ellipsoidal shape of this bivariate distri-
bution that there is memory, and that the underlying dependence is lin-
ear. If we consider dt as the inverse frequency of evaluating the azimuth
several times within a pore, the memory comes from the directed orien-
tation of the streamlines within the individual pore geometries. As dt
increases, two things change: first, the relative Péclet number increases,
so that advection becomes more dominant and diffusive motion leads
to less scattering relative to the advective drift. Second, the smaller ge-
ometries in the advective part get averaged out, so that the main flow di-
rection becomes more pronounced. Together, the individual variances of
the azimuth become smaller, leading to the density concentration around
zero with increasing dt. With larger Perel, the process memory of the az-
imuths becomes weaker before it vanishes fully. This happens because
the deviations from the main flow direction start to lose their correlation
after a specific τL which is increasing as dt increases (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Bivariate densities of the azimuth under advective and diffu-
sive transport at Pe = 100 between increasing time increments dt sepa-
rated by increasing time lags τL.
3.4.5 Analysis of memory effects in the cross-dependence
(Pe=100)
For analyzing the cross-dependence, I transform only the absolute dis-
placements into uniform distributions and leave the respective azimuth
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Figure 3.8: Copula densities between absolute displacements and az-
imuth under advective and diffusive transport at Pe = 100 between in-
creasing time increments dt separated by increasing time lags τL.
in the value space. With my framework of representing the dependence,
we can focus on the quantile-specific differences of dependence, i.e., we
can observe how different ranges of velocities (now) restrict the free-
dom in angles (now and later) to different degrees. In Figure 3.8, we
start the analysis in the top left for the lowest relative Péclet number
(dt = 3 · 10−4s) and small time lags (τL = 3 · 10−4s). Here, the depen-
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dence is clearly concentrated between high displacements at the current
state and small angles in the future state. Due to the low relative Péclet
number, transport is mainly diffusive for small dt. However, there is a
small fraction of cases where a particle experiences a large displacement
as it currently resides in a fast flow conduit, and then it is very likely that
the displacement is roughly aligned with the main flow direction. With
increasing dt, we still observe a strong dependence between large dis-
placements at the current state and small angles at later states for the up-
per displacement quantiles. If we consider the lower displacement quan-
tiles instead, there is much less cross-dependence between displacement
and angle, as we found it typical for diffusive processes. However, the
particles that experience lower displacement quantiles are gaining de-
pendence compared to lower dt values. This is caused by the increasing
influence of advection even in the slower (even non-stagnant) regions of
the pore space. The increasing dependence is the reason for the smaller
azimuth variance at specific displacements quantiles, gradually intensive
from upper to lower quantiles. In combination, I conclude that fast par-
ticles go straight, but particles that go straight can either be fast or slow.
For increasing time lags τL, the dependence between small angles and
large spatial displacements is decreasing. Large displacements lead to
gradually altering angles at later points in time, whereas small displace-
ments trigger rapid angle changes, e.g., as a result of diffusion in stagnant
zones. Throughout the complete analysis, the tendency for a particle to
go straight is persistent over many scales of dt and τL. For even larger
values of τL and dt beyond the ones we can investigate in the sandstone
sample, we can expect that process dependence will vanish fully.
3.4.6 Analysis of Memory Effects in the Cross
Dependence (Pe = 10)
All previous analyses are based on a Péclet number of 100 in the PTRW
simulation. In the following, I characterize the cross-dependence and
memory under a more diffusive transport regime characterized by a Pé-
clet number of 10. The corresponding Figures showing the results are
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provided in the appendix (appendix A). Just like in the previous results
for Pe = 100, the process has almost no visible memory in the abso-
lute displacements for very small dt. As the time increments dt increase
(larger relative Péclet number), dependence establishes and can be found
especially among the large displacements. For this Péclet regime, mem-
ory is increasingly limited to fast particles for increasing time lags τL with
additional memory for stagnating particles at very large time lags.
Likewise, the cross-dependence between displacements and azimuth
over time shows the same characteristics as for Pe = 100. For the most
parts in a comparison between the two transport regimes, I can say
that the memory and the dependence structures are similar. However,
there are important differences: First, under more diffusive conditions
(Pe = 10), the dependence does not appear as quickly with increas-
ing dt as it occurs for the more advectively dominated transport regime
(Pe = 100). When advection is less influential, the particle movements
are slower and they need larger time increments to experience the pore-
space geometry that establishes dependence and memory. Second, and
the most crucial, the evolving dependence at Pe = 10 shows a lot more
persistence compared to the dependence characterizing the process for
Pe = 100, as the largest analyzed τL is five times larger than at Pe = 100
and we can still see persistent cross dependence. Hence, if the transport
regime is heavily influenced by advection, dependence appears quickly
and remains persistent over a certain time. If the transport regime ismore
diffusive, the process at work needs more time to establish dependence
but the resulting memory effects also last longer.
3.5 Evaluation of Research Objective One
I proposed this copula-based analysis framework to gain process under-
standing (RO1), and whether or not the copula-based analysis frame-
work succeeds in providing this better process understanding will be
evaluated in this section.
The copula-based analysis framework enables a physically sound and
intuitive analysis of particle motion in complex porous media flows.
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Such an in-depth analysis of memory of speed and direction has not
been done before. One reason for that is undoubtedly that classical cop-
ulas are very hard to interpret in spherical coordinates while other tools
that make sense in spherical coordinates cannot reflect non-linear depen-
dence. The framework I proposed reflects the non-linearities not only
in Cartesian coordinates but also in spherical coordinates. This is why
the proposed analysis tool is highly appropriate to extract process un-
derstanding. Based on the capabilities of the analysis framework I can
conclude that I could fulfill my research objective one.
Overall, the analysis indicates that process dependence persists over
the considered scales but also does not vanish throughout the whole sim-
ulation interval. The persistent process dependence strongly suggests to
incorporate process dependence into our models which will be done in
the following.
Chapter 4
Trajectories as Training
Images to Simulate
Non-Fickian Transport
Chapter 4 may contain similar and/or identical formulations from my pub-
lications Most et al. (2016) [86]. I omit a clear identification of individual
phrases for readability. I am reusing parts of the article with kind permis-
sion of the publisher WRR.
In the previous chapter, I have shown that the dependence structure
of particle motion through a real porous media persists over a particu-
lar scale and that the process dependence goes beyond linear correlation
(chapter 3). Hence, the statistical analysis in chapter 3, but also other
studies [80, 82], suggest that process dependence has to be reflected in
the simulation scheme to accurately represent particle motion over time
and space.
In this chapter, I address research objective two (RO2) and therefore I
propose a fully data-driven approach with the objective to improve pre-
diction. I present a fully data-drivenmodeling tool for three-dimensional
particle motion in real porous media. It reflects process dependence
with a technique that is inspired by geostatistics (i.e., training images).
The training trajectory approach that is introduced in this chapter is a
novel way to reflect process dependence beyond correlation but it also
addresses of the research question:
How can we use latest advances in DRP best to better understand transport
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and simulate transport in porous media?
In specific, I directly use the high-resolution trajectories derived from
DRP, I apply the gained system understanding from the previous chapter
(i.e., memory persists over a particular scale), and I enable the simulation
of particle motion in three dimensions without having to make typical
simplifications such as dimensionality reduction or neglecting diffusion.
In the next section, I give an introduction to the training trajectory
approach (section 4.1) that is followed by a detailed description of the
proposed training trajectory approach (section 4.2). Then, I briefly reca-
pitulate the specifications of the direct numerical simulation (DNS) at the
pore scale (section 2.4), which is used for parameterization and reference.
I proceed with the results and discuss comparisons of the one-particle
and particle-pair statistics (section 4.4). Finally, I evaluate whether the
training trajectory approach fulfills research objective two. A summary
of this chapter and some concluding remarks can be found in part III.
4.1 Introduction to the Training Trajectory
Approach
In advectively dominated transport settings, spatial velocity contrasts
control the spreading of a particle plume [73] and local velocities con-
trol particle residence times within slow or fast zones [42]. Within these
zones, a Lagrangian particle’s velocity fluctuation is small compared to
the total velocity variation of the entire velocity field [27, 36, 42, 72]. We
can interpret this piecewise constant velocity as memory of speed that per-
sists over some characteristic correlation length λv. Likewise, the direc-
tion α of a particle’s motion persists (memory of direction) over a charac-
teristic correlation length λα. Both these correlation lengths are specific to
a given medium, reflecting details of the pore-scale geometry, which ulti-
mately controls particle flow paths. Such memory effects prohibit the as-
sumption that particle motion is a stochastically independent process, an
assumption inherent to classical Fickian transport laws, as well as many
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state-of-the-art non-Fickian ones. Ideally, upscaled models should ac-
count for the influence of memory of speed and direction [80, 82, 86].
In order, I propose a data-driven Lagrangian approach to simulate
non-Fickian transport in realistic porous media. I apply the method to
the pore scale.
As introduced in section 2.2.2, spatial Markov models (SMMs) [26, 63,
128] are a family of models that represent memory of speed and direc-
tion through the use of a transition matrix. While these models have
been applied to a broad range of systems [e.g. 27, 63, 64, 66, 72, 73, 125,
126, 127, 129], they typically rely on parameterizing a transition matrix,
which can be difficult to do, although approaches applicable to real data
have emerged recently [64, 114]. Another approach has involved sam-
pling of particle trajectories [129], which in turn can be used for mixed
upscaling and downscaling models. These models can estimate nonlin-
ear measures such as the dilution index or scalar dissipation and even
predict mixing-driven reactions [126]. However, such applications are to
date limited to synthetic and idealized periodic systems.
Translating such approaches to more realistic and complex geologies
and geometries will be key to their future success. Here I propose a
trajectory-based method to model transport and mixing in a realistic
complex porous medium. This method is largely inspired by ideas re-
lating to training images, considered state of the art in the field of geo-
statistics [60]. Training images extend the classical representation of spa-
tial dependence beyond (linear) correlation and are capable of reflecting
highly complex structures [134]. Training images are chosen such that
they contain all relevant information about the spatial dependence one
wishes to impose. Then they are cut, copied, and pasted in a suitable ran-
dom fashion to simulate realizations of random space functions.
Instead of using an actual image, I replace the idea of a training im-
age with an archive of fine-scale particle trajectories that contain all in-
formation about memory of speed and direction. These trajectories are
obtained from highly resolved direct numerical simulations in a small
sample of the medium of interest. The key idea to this approach is to
randomly sample, cut and then suitably re-arrange segments of these
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trajectories to construct larger-scale random trajectories that naturally re-
flect the required dependence structure. The overall hypothesis of this
thesis is that all aspects of dependence are contained in the trajectories
and hence an appropriate rearrangement of trajectory segments should
reveal trajectories that resemble the original dependence structure. The
ensemble of such trajectories represents the transport process. Unlike
other SMM approaches, I no longer require a transition matrix. The man-
ner in which I cut, copy, and paste the trajectories is conceptually similar
to how training images are used to generate spatial random fields and
therefore I call my method the training trajectory approach (TTA).
Continuous-time random walk (CTRW) models are widely and often
implemented to model anomalous transport processes in porous media
as an independent stochastic process [16, 121]. For this to be representa-
tive of heterogeneous systems, each spatial displacement must be larger
than the length scales λind over which velocities or transit times are sta-
tistically dependent (e.g., correlated).
Yet, in many instances, the scale λind exceeds scales we are interested
in, so that we cannot meaningfully use an uncorrelated model [35, 112].
One can overcome such restrictions by incorporating dependence, e.g., a
SMM in which the subsequent transit time depends on the current one
[26, 63, 128]. Even though SMMs refine spatial resolution, there are still
limitations on the smallest possible scale at which they are valid. For
a valid spatial Markov process, the autocorrelation of velocity must de-
crease exponentially [44, 128, 132] and hence the resolution of an SMM
cannot be finer than one over which this holds.
Another challenge with SMMs is the parameterization of the transition
matrix that describes dependence. The complex parameterization of this
transition matrix might be why, to date, spatial Markov models are sel-
dom applied to build effective three-dimensional models of finite-Péclet
transport. As such, most applications to date are of reduced dimensional
order, typically one dimension aligned with the principle direction of
flow. In this case, parameterization of the transition matrix is substan-
tially easier (while not trivial). However, I argue that the ultimate goal
should be still to simulate three-dimensional particle motion. For this I
propose an alternative parameterization of a SMM.
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The proposed training trajectory approach extends state-of-the-art
SMMs as follows: (a) it is a model that can upscale three-dimensional
finite-Péclet transport, incorporating high-order process memory of
speed and direction. (b) Training trajectories do not require a high-
dimensional transition matrix and (c) I can represent particle motion at
scales below the validity scale of spatial Markov models as I use seg-
ments of real trajectories to describe the particle path between states
instead of a linear interpolation (the average location) as used in other
SMMs. This last point is relevant for phenomena that are driven by de-
tails at small scales, such as dilution [69], mixing [74] and mixing-limited
reaction kinetics [126]. An accurate representation of such small-scale
processes requires more than just the average location of a particle as
they are nonlinear processes for which one must be able to resolve sub-
scale variability in concentrations accurately (Figure 4.2).
Therefore, I will test the performance of my approach not only against
metrics that depend on mean concentrations or one-particle statistics
such as arrival time distributions (e.g. breakthrough curves), but also
against higher-order nonlinear metrics such as the dilution index [69].
I also analyze particle-pair statistics, e.g., the temporal evolution of the
separation distance of particle-pairs conditioned on their initial separa-
tion.
4.2 The Training Trajectory Approach
Advances in digital rock physics together with direct numerical simula-
tion (DNS) of pore-scale flow and transport in porousmedia can simulate
highly realistic particle trajectories [20, 87, 98]. The details of the DNS are
outlined in section 2.4 but, to summarize, I have to conduct thee major
steps to produce trajectories: (i) discretize the pore geometry obtained
from micro CT-imaging, (ii) solve the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain
the flow field, and (iii) run a particle tracking random walk simulation.
By tracking particle positions over time, I build what I refer to as the
training trajectories. Full trajectories can then be divided into smaller tra-
jectory segments of length λv (Figure 4.1). These segments are then used
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to build a database (or archive) from which the increments within my
SMM model are sampled. The full training trajectories inherently con-
tain the processes that form a "larger-scale" perspective. To take advan-
tage of this information, I propose an SMM that cuts, copies and pastes
segments of the training trajectories in a manner that imposes continu-
ity of velocity and direction, so that the resulting simulated trajectories
inherit relevant properties and statistics from the full DNS-based trajec-
tories, resulting in an upscaled model true to the small-scale physics.
A critical part of this model is the resampling approach (cut, condi-
tional copy and randomized paste) that I propose. To avoid unphysi-
cal features at the intersections of trajectory segments (e.g., sharp edges
and infinite accelerations; Figure 4.2 top) subsequent segments should be
sampled conditional to the previous one, typically based on correlating
consecutive velocities. This results in smoother transitions between sim-
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z-disp
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Figure 4.1: Resampled trajectory: The red diamonds subdivide the full
trajectory into trajectory segments of length λv. The magnified area
focuses on the intersection between two segments which is smooth in
speed and direction. The red dotted lines on the ground indicate spatial
intervals of length λv.
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ulation steps (Figure 4.2 bottom). Doing this with average velocities per
segment, however, would not yet ensure total smoothness because the
average velocity need not align with the velocity at the end of a specific
segment. It is this final part of the segment, which is important if I want
to ensure physically realistic continuity of trajectory segments that are
pasted together. Here I propose a methodology that reflects this.
I can subdivide my simulation scheme in three major steps: cut, con-
ditional copy, and paste. First, from the full-length trajectories I cut
out trajectory segments so that the series of appropriately merged seg-
ments can reflect the original process dependence (Figure 4.1 and more
details given in section 4.2.1). Second, I choose (conditional copy) the up-
coming trajectory segment such that I avoid sharp transitions in speed
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Figure 4.2: Upper: Unconditioned transition between trajectory seg-
ments results in a sharp transition in speed and direction at the inter-
section (red dotted line). Lower: Smooth transitions between trajectory
segments generated by the TTA. The TTA represents particle motion at
the resolution of the input data while other SMM and CTRW methods
resolve transport only at spatial resolution of the upscaled model.
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and direction between two segments (details in section 4.2.2). I ensure
smooth transitions (i.e. smooth transitions in velocity and direction) by
randomly selecting the upcoming segment (from the training trajectory
archive) conditioned on the Cartesian velocity triplet of the current seg-
ment end. Third, I append (paste) the selected trajectory segment (de-
tails in section 4.2.3). I sequentially repeat this procedure many times
to generate long trajectories. For the generation of an ensemble of full
trajectories, I repeat the procedure multiple times.
These three steps require me to identify two characteristic lengths to
form a valid Markov process that generates physically reasonable trajec-
tories: a) the segment length λv and b) the length of the segment end λα
that is relevant for the conditional random selection of the next segment
(Figure 4.3).
4.2.1 Step 1 - Cutting: identifying the relevant scales
For a valid spatial Markov process two assumptions must hold: (1)
the spatial correlation structure must be statistically stationary and (2)
the particles next velocity state depends solely on the current state
[105, 106, 123, 129]. In this chapter I follow the methodology of Sund
et al. (2016) [128] and define the scale over which these two assumptions
are valid by making use of a less commonly used metric - the autocorre-
lation K of the particles’ velocity along the trajectory,
K(j, i) =
Cov
(
vi (λ) , vj (λ)
)
√
Cov (vi (λ) , vi (λ)) ·Cov
(
vj (λ) , vj (λ)
) (4.1)
where Cov
(
vi (λ) , vj (λ)
)
is the covariance of vi (λ) and vj (λ). vi (λ)
and vj (λ) are the velocities averaged along trajectory segments i and j
with the length λ. As I assume statistical stationarity, K (j, i) = K (|j− i|),
all possible pairs of segments separated by |j− i| · λ for |j− i| ∈ N along
the full-length trajectories have the same correlation. The velocity vi =
λ
τi
with the transit time τ comes from the direct numerical simulations
(DNS).
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Figure 4.3: Upper: Trajectory segment of length λv over which the ve-
locity process forms a spatial Markov process. Sub-segment length λα
is the scale over which the component-wise velocity correlation is maxi-
mal. Middle: Sketch of the merging procedure between trajectory seg-
ments. At the juncture of two segments, I always exchange the first
part (λα) of the next segment by the last part (λα) of the current seg-
ment. This ensures smoothness. The merging of all other trajectory
segments (e.g., the grey trajectories) occurs in the same spatial intervals
(I = [n · (λv − λα) n · λv]). Lower: Three trajectories evolving from
the very same initial trajectory segment to show that the TTA does not
simply copy the original trajectory based on the chosen initial segment.
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To make use of the autocorrelation as an indicator, I exploit that parti-
cle motion is a normal process controlled by the local velocity and diffu-
sivity. The spatial coordination of the velocity field defines the number
of simulation steps a particles stays within a certain velocity class. The
autocorrelation of a particle’s velocity v (λ) is a function of the averag-
ing length λ. For very small λ, we can observe an independent pro-
cess (K ≈ 0) for all i, j ∈ N as particle motion on very small scales
is dominated by diffusion. From there, the autocorrelation K increases
with increasing λ as advection takes over process control and introduces
memory into the velocity process. For even larger λ, the particle loses its
memory and the particle motion can be considered again as independent
(K converges back to zero) [128]. For a certain intermediate λv, however,
advective-diffusive particle motion follows a Gauss-Markov process if
the autocorrelation decays exponentially [44, 128, 132]. A Gauss-Markov
process can be expressed as an autoregressive model with an one-step
memory (AR(1)) in which the noise term is Gaussian. Hence, to express
the velocity process as an AR(1), I require the autocorrelation function
K between velocities averaged over a distance λ and separated by a dis-
tance |j− i| · λ to be exponential, such that
K (j, i) |λ = K (|j− i|) |λ = exp (aλ|j− i|) (4.2)
where aλ ∈ R− can be related to the second largest eigenvalue of the
(doubly stochastic) transition matrix T (|j− i|). This eigenvalue de-
scribes the convergence of T towards the uniform stationary matrix
[64, 65]. Parameter aλ therefore uniquely parameterizes the transition
matrix of the underlying Gauss-Markov process.
Now I need to relate K (i, j) |λ to K (λv) |1,2 in order to define the
scale λv over which we obtain the valid spatial Markov process. While
K (i, j) |λ is the velocity autocorrelation in the proper sense, K (λ) |1,2 is
simply the velocity correlation between two adjacent trajectory segments
of averaging length λ, but it is calculated the same way (equation (4.1)).
Sund et al. (2016) [128] provide this link by analyzing K (λv) |1,2 as a func-
tion of multiples of (a small) λ. They found that aλ is in R− and therefore
parameterizes the transition matrix T only if K (λv) |1,2 decreases mono-
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tonically and with a positive second derivative. These are the fundamen-
tal requirements that I am subject to as well.
4.2.2 Step 2 - Conditional Copy: identifying the transition
probabilities between segments
A second characteristic length λα is essential to determine the transition
probabilities between consecutive trajectory segments in my SMM ap-
proach. Under advective influence, particle trajectories become smooth
in direction and velocity after a scale smaller than λv. This is the scale, λα,
at which the Péclet number indicates that advection dominates over dif-
fusion, but well before larger-scale dispersion becomes relevant. I iden-
tify this scale by determining the peak of the autocorrelation function in
(4.1) [129]. I ensure smooth transitions in direction and velocity by merg-
ing trajectory segments only if the Cartesian velocities at the contact faces
are similar in velocity and direction over that scale. Therefore, I average
the velocities v¯α ∈ Rd×1 component wise (x-,y-, and, z-direction; d = 3)
over each segment end and beginning over length λα. Note, the averag-
ing length λα in the main flow direction is a constant, and as a result the
respective time (τα ) over which I average varies for each subsegment I
analyze.
Process memory is induced by advection, as diffusion is a fully mem-
oryless process. Therefore, I store only the advective components slA of
the trajectory start-segments (averaged over length λα) in an archive with
l = 1 . . . narc entries. As mentioned before, I ensure smoothness by merg-
ing segments with similar Cartesian velocities v¯α (s).
Hence, the transition probability p(slA|sAD) of appending trajectory
segments with start ssA must be proportional to the similarity between the
velocity triplet of the current advective-diffusive subsegment sAD and
all candidate subsegments slA. Here, similarity will be defined based on
the tolerance introduced by diffusion within the time it takes advection
to cover the distance λα. An example for a low transition probability
p(slA|sAD) can be found in Figure 4.2 (upper). The velocities averaged
over λα at the left (sAD) and the right (slA) of the red-dotted line results in
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two vectors that point in very different directions. The same averaging
applied to another potential upcoming trajectory segment shown in Fig-
ure 4.2 (lower) results in two vectors that point much more in the same
directionwhich indicates amuch higher transition probability p(slA|sAD).
To define the transition probability p(slA|sAD) based on the physics of
the system, I must quantify the likelihood that the discrepancy between
purely advective velocities in sa and advective-diffusive velocities sAD
comes from diffusion alone which acts for a certain amount of time τα =
λα
v¯α
a particle needs to pass λα. I quantify this likelihood by exploiting that
molecular diffusion follows a Gaussian process. Hence I can quantify the
likelihood of diffusion being the cause for the velocity discrepancies via
the expression of the Gaussian likelihood:
p
(
sAD|slA
)
=
(
2piσ2
)− d2 · exp
(
− 1
2σ2
d
∑
i=1
(
sAD,i − slA,i
)2)
(4.3)
where σ(τα) = d2Dmτα describes the standard deviation of diffusive par-
ticle displacement in three dimensions (d = 3) over a time τα [47].
I derive the transition probabilities p
(
slA|sAD
)
between the current
segment sAD and all candidate segments slA by applying Bayes rule
p
(
slA|sAD
)
∝ p
(
sAD|slA
)
· p
(
slA
)
(4.4)
where p
(
slA
)
is the prior probability of slA being the best-fitting upcom-
ing trajectory segment. Here, slA is the candidate segment (of length λv)
defined by the l-th purely-advective (subscript A) velocity triplet in the
archive where l ∈ (1, narc). sAD is the start of the current segment that
contains advection and diffusion indicated by the subscripted AD. With
this expression, I condition all potential upcoming segments on the last
part (of length λα) of segment sAD. The prior probability p
(
slA
)
is uni-
formly distributed over the archive as, before relating sAD to slA, all candi-
date subsegments from the training trajectory archive are equally likely.
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As a consequence and without loss of generality, I can erase p
(
slA
)
from
equation (4.4).
Altogether, I determine the transition probabilities of the spatial
Markov process by applying Bayes rule together with the likelihood of a
normal process. The transition procedure between consecutive trajectory
segments can be understood as a classical conditional sampling in which
the upcoming segment is drawn conditional to the velocity observed in
the end part of the current trajectory segment (i.e. one-step memory).
This random conditional sampling ensures that I do not simply copy tra-
jectories starting from the initial trajectory segment as I show in Figure
4.3 (lower).
4.2.3 Step 3 - Paste: generating the simulated trajectories
In the remaining step, I merge the trajectory segments. Here, I exchange
the first part (λα) of the next segment with the last part (λα) of the cur-
rent segment (Figure 4.3). By doing so, I generate smooth trajectories that
inherently encode the full memory of speed and direction of the under-
lying pore-scale transport process.
4.3 Obtaining the Training Trajectories by
Direct Numerical Simulation
To demonstrate my approach, I use the same set of DNS-trajectories that
is used to perform the dependence analysis in chapter 3. These trajecto-
ries provide the necessary archive of training trajectories and also acts as
a benchmark.
For filling the archive and for performing the reference transport sim-
ulation, the volume-averaged velocity of the PTRW simulation is set to
vav = 1.09896 · 10−3 ms which results in a Pe = 100 regime. In total I have
again a set of 1000 DNS-trajectories that end at the downstream image
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face. The particles are injected flux-weighted into the 30th image voxel
layer to avoid backwards-directed diffusion across the upstream image
face. A more detailed description of the flow and transport simulation is
given in section 2.4 and inMost et al. (2016) [86].
4.4 Results & Discussion
4.4.1 Velocity Autocorrelation
First, I determine the characteristic length λv, the length (in the main
flow direction) over which I have to average the velocities along the tra-
jectories so that the autocorrelation K (j, i) |λv decays exponentially. The
measured correlation as a function of increasing averaging length λ for
Pe = 100 is shown in Figure 4.4. For K (j, i) |λv to decay exponentially, the
velocity correlation K(λ)|1,2 between two adjacent trajectory segments
averaged over λ at least has to decay monotonically with a positive sec-
ond derivative (section 4.2.1 or Sund et al. (2016) [128]). The correlation
function K(λ) appears to start being convex (K′′(λ) > 0) at λ ≥ 6 · 10−5m
and is clearly convex at λv = 8 · 10−4m, which represents 3 % of the total
sample length. I keep λv as small as possible in order to merge as many
trajectory segments as possible (roughly 34).
Second, I determine the characteristic length λα, required to ensure
smooth transitions (section 4.2.2) by identifying the interval over which
the autocorrelation is maximum; here λα = 1.6 · 10−5m. This represents
0.6 % of the total sample length. Given these values, I can now run my
proposed training trajectory model.
In the advectively dominated scenario (Pe = 100), diffusion is the rea-
son why we have a peak in the autocorrelation function at λα (please
note the logarithmic scale). The location of the peak λα and of the in-
flection point λv (of K′′(λ)|1,2) move in positive direction with increasing
influence of diffusion. Therefore, the characteristic lengths λα and λv are
shorter when derived from an in-average faster trajectory than when de-
rived from a slow trajectory where diffusion has more time to act. Note,
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I derive λα and λv by averaging over all trajectories and for this reason I
potentially underestimate characteristic lengths for "slow" trajectories.
Next, I describe and compare several benchmark metrics to test and
validate the proposed modeling approach.
4.4.2 Breakthrough Curves
I simulate the arrival time statistics at three control planes for a Péclet
= 100 transport process. Breakthrough curves (BTCs) are measured at
downstream distances corresponding to 30%, 60% and 100% of the total
simulation domain. For testing, I use 5000 trajectories generated by the
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the autocorrelation over space in longitudinal di-
rection. The blue dashed line indicates the highest correlation and hence
defines λα. The red dashed line lies in the range in which K (λ) |1,2 de-
cays monotonically with a positive second derivative and indicates my
choice of λv. The full length of the trajectories is 2.69mm and the λv lies
between 1 and 2 typical grain sizes.
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proposed training trajectory approach. For comparison, I produce 5000
trajectories for which I select the consecutive trajectory segments ran-
domly (unconditional sampling) from the archive of trajectory segments.
The BTCs predicted by the training trajectories and by the DNS-based
reference solution (1000 trajectories) show good agreement at all three
control planes (Figure 4.5). There are nomajor deviations betweenmodel
and benchmark in either early or late arrivals. These are typically the as-
pects where those strong non-Fickian transport signatures emerge that
are the hardest to capture. The predicted BTCs deviate, as might be
expected, from the benchmark when I select consecutive trajectory seg-
ments unconditionally.
To accurately predict arrival times at control planes in the longitudinal
direction, the model has to reflect typical residence times in low-velocity
(leads to tailing) and high-velocity zones (leads to early arrivals). Mem-
ory of speed is nothing else than these typical residence times that I aim
to mimic. Hence, the BTC results indicate that I am realistically rep-
resenting memory of speed with my training trajectory approach. The
comparison between the conditional and unconditional TTA predictions
versus the benchmark clearly suggest that the spatial Markov approach
(i.e., conditional sampling) is the key step that introduces the required
process memory to reflect the characteristic residence times in low- or
high-velocity zones.
Even if the agreement of the arrival times is very good, I slightly
underestimate the late-time arrivals. This is presumably an effect of
underestimating λα, but especially λv, for the "slow" trajectories (section
4.4.1), which control the late-time behavior of the particle plume. To
test this hypothesis, I increase λv by a factor of 3 and 6 (constant λα),
which clearly improves the match, particularly in the late time behaviors
(appendix B). The observed improvement suggests that perhaps λα and
λv should not be derived from averaging over all trajectories but rather
accounting for the slow ones in particular.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the arrival time densities between the ref-
erence simulation (DNS) and the training trajectory approach (TTA) at
three control planes at 30%, 60%, and 100% of the simulation domain
(≈ 2.7mm).
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4.4.3 The Dilution Index
Matching BTCs indicate that the model does a good job of representing
particle motion in direction ofmean flow. Yet, it tells us nothing about the
ability of the model to upscale more complex nonlinear behaviors that
depend on the full three-dimensional nature of the particle plume. I will
now further test the TTA’s ability to accurately model such behaviors.
To this end, I will compare the evolution of the dilution index [69] over
time as measured from the DNS and predicted by the TTA. The dilution
index is a metric that describes how dilute a plume is, or in other words
measures the total volume occupied. It is based on the concept of en-
tropy that classically describes the disorder in a system. Dilution is con-
trolled by spreading and mixing, both of which are tightly coupled [74].
I estimate the dilution index in discrete form. That means, I perform a
histogram-type analysis where I count the number of particles in each
cubic bin of 10× 10× 10 voxels which relates to a typical pore size. For
the histogram-type estimation, the dilution index is defined as
E = ∆V · exp
(
−
r
∑
k=1
Pk · ln (Pk)
)
(4.5)
where ∆V is the volume of a voxel and Pk is the fraction of particles
in histogram bin k divided by the total number of particles. The dilu-
tion index is an excellent metric for testing the veracity of an upscaling
procedure as it is highly sensitive to the full-dimensional nature of the
plume and subtly reflects the complex interplays between spreading and
mixing [69], which most upscaling approaches fail to capture.
In Figure 4.6 I plot the temporal evolution of the dilution index based
on the TTA predictions, its unconditioned counterpart, and based on the
DNS reference. In general, again, the agreement between the TTA and
the DNS reference is close while we see clear a deviation when I merge
trajectory segments unconditionally.
However, the agreement between TTA and DNS for this benchmark is
less good than for the BTCs. The reason is that, in contrast to the DNS,
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the TTA does not account for reflection at no-flow boundaries and the ac-
cessible space (number of bins) for particles is therefore unconstrained.
Also, the dilution index is a nonlinear measure that is very sensitive to
low concentrations (Pk enters equation (4.5) with ln(Pk)). Therefore, mi-
nor deviations between TTA- and DNS-based particle motion already
lead to visible deviations in the dilution index. Again, as for the BTCs,
the agreement is better for larger λv.
In Figure 4.6, the dilution index decreases after approximately 0.7
seconds. This seemingly unphysical behavior (re-appearance of order)
comes from particles that exit the simulation domain and are thus re-
moved from the system. However, DNS and TTA, especially for larger λv
where the Gauss-Markov assumption also holds for slow particles, show
this behavior in a very similar way. This fact still demonstrates the verac-
ity of the TTA approach and suggests that I capture the desired memory
processes also in three dimensions where particle motion is controlled by
memory of speed and direction plus diffusion. Again, the results indicate
that conditional sampling is significant to correctly incorporate memory
of speed and memory of direction, necessary to accurately predict full
three-dimensional transport processes.
4.4.4 Particle-Pair Statistics
Both BTCs and the dilution index are measures derived from the evo-
lution of an ensemble of individual particles. Next, we look at the in-
teraction between particles by analyzing the separation distance of two
particles (i.e., particle pairs). This particle-pair perspective of transport
is important because it provides insights on how particles diverge and
converge, which can play an important role in understanding mixing
and reaction processes. Additionally, it is a further and robust test of my
approach to capture nontrivial dynamics that go beyond just predicting
mean behaviors.
My key analysis metric is the probability density function p(st|s0) of
the Euclidean separation distance st (at discrete time steps t) conditioned
on the initial separation distances s0. In the following, I will refer to
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Figure 4.6: Temporal evolution of the dilution index derived by the ref-
erence simulation (DNS) and the training trajectory approach (TTA).
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p(st|s0) as the fingerprint of dilution. In Figure 4.7 (a), I plot an example of
this metric for an individual particle separation of 1.0mm < s0 < 1.1mm.
Each cross-section orthogonal to the time axis (e.g., white dashed lines at
t = 0.05, t = 0.1, and t = 0.7sec) represents a separation density p(st|s0)
of particle pairs at these points in time. The horizontal line indicates
the distance (sreac) below which I assume potential reaction of particles,
chosen as half of a typical pore size (0.13mm) for my sample [46].
Figure 4.7 (b)-(d) highlights three important measures related to the
fingerprint of dilution, comparing results measured from DNS to predic-
tions made by the TTA. These three metrics are
• The separation distance densities p(st|s0), shown at three different
times for an initial separation distance 1mm < s0 < 1.1mm, which
as noted correspond to the white vertical lines in Figure 4.7 (a).
• The evolution of entropy H(s) = −∑di=1 p(st|s0) · log2 p(st|s0) over
time for three initial separation distances s0 ≈ 0.1mm, s0 ≈ 1.1mm
and s0 ≈ 2.2mm. I choose these relatively small and large separa-
tions to span a broad range of relevant separation distances.
• The reaction probability, defined here as the waiting time distri-
bution of initially separated particles to fall below a fixed distance
(here sreac = 0.13mm), as discussed above. Results are shown for
three initial separation distances s0 ≈ 0.5mm, s0 ≈ 1.1mm and
s0 ≈ 1.6mm
Across all three metrics, the agreement between measurements from
DNS simulations and predictions with the TTA are excellent, further so-
lidifying the veracity of the proposed TTA, and suggesting that the TTA
is capable of accurately simulating the rich dynamics of 3D particle mo-
tion in a complex porous medium flow.
Specifically, the agreement with the separation distance density sug-
gests that the TTA captures characteristic convergence and divergence
(i.e. interaction) mechanisms of particles. The agreement on entropy
suggests that not only are characteristic diverging and converging mech-
anisms of particle pairs well captured, but also associatedmixing dynam-
ics. The results here also suggest that the TTA captures the complex inter-
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Figure 4.7: In general, the filled symbols represent the results for the
training trajectory approach and the outlined symbol represent the re-
sults from the DNS. (a): Fingerprint of mixing: This Figure shows
the temporal evolution of separation distance density function p(st|s0)
of particle pairs conditioned on an initial separation of s0 ≈ 1.1mm
(b): Pair-wise separation-distance density p(st|s0) with initial separation
s0 ≈ 1.1mm at three different points in time. (c): Entropy over time as
a measure for similarity between reference separation-distance density
and the according pdf derived from the training trajectories. (d): Reac-
tion potential over time given an initial pair-wise separation distance.
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action of particles independent of the initial condition, given the broad
range of initial separation distances. Reactions are strongly dictated by
how close reacting particles can get and the probability of reaction in-
creases dramatically when particle distances falls below a given thresh-
old [45, 97]. The agreement here between DNS and TTA suggests that
the TTAmay be well suited to modeling not only conservative transport,
but reactive transport processes as well. Thus it may be coupled with
reactive random walk approaches, e.g., Benson and Meerschaert, Bolster
et al., Edery et al., Engdahl et al. (2008, 2016, 2010, 2017) [11, 28, 45, 49].
4.4.5 Challenges and Opportunities
All of the tests that I performed against the benchmarks demonstrate
good agreement between TTA predictions and reference DNS measure-
ments, suggesting promise for the TTA approach. However, the way I
parameterize the proposed spatial Markov process, while novel, is cer-
tainly not comprehensive and still necessitates further work. In my view,
remaining research questions for TTA are:
Data Requirements: The approach (as I have implemented) it has quite
demanding computational expense. It requires high-resolution
simulation of flow and transport for the DNS simulation from
which the trajectories are extracted. While the ultimate goal is
expend this computational cost to simulate transport in a single
REV to achieve upscaling over scales much larger than this, any
ability to reduce computational demands at the REV-scale will be
essential. In the context of previous SMM advances, such gains
have been made by more efficient numerical models of small-
scale processes (e.g., [129]) or by using simplified analytical models
(e.g.,[66, 42]). At this stage I do not have a clear vision of what such
approaches might be for the TTA approach. However, I am hopeful
that similar advances are possible here and should be pursued in
future research efforts.
Parameterization: I defined the scale over which I describe transport
as a Gauss-Markov process by the correlation between the veloc-
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ities averaged over consecutive trajectory segments. As I do that
for all trajectories, the correlation function K (λ)1|2 I obtain reveals
the peak location λα for an "average" trajectory. The characteris-
tic length scales λα and λv obtained like this, however underesti-
mate the lengths that are required to obtain optimal simulation re-
sults, presumably due to the slowest trajectories in the system. As
shown, tripling this length scale leads to much better results. Thus,
while my approach yields a decent first estimate, an improved
and rigorous approach for obtaining these length scales should be
sought.
Optimization: The conditional sampling procedure that finds the up-
coming trajectory segment, is currently computationally intensive
and increases with the number of archive entries. Thus, it can be-
come a computational bottleneck in effectively implementing the
method. This step, however, can be accelerated by implementing
more efficient search algorithms; e.g. a k-d tree supported search al-
gorithm that acts on equation (4.4). Currently, all trajectories have
the same prior probability of being the upcoming segment. This
is inefficient as the velocity triplet of many candidates deviates
strongly from the current reference so that we could exclude them
immediately before the conditional sampling through a non-naive
efficient search. This could improve the search on average from
being an O(n) to an O(log n) operation.
Validation: Here, I have used the same sample to generate the trajec-
tories for TTA parameterization and for the DNS validation. Ad-
mittedly, this makes the validation somewhat circular in nature,
although this is not uncommon for many transport models, partic-
ularly in their first implementation. I openly admit that this is not
ideal, but computational limitations restrict my efforts to go fur-
ther. For now, I accept this compromise, but future efforts must go
further. Ideally, if staying at small scales, I would have two distinct
sandstone samples (which are statistically similar) and use one to
infer the trajectories and the other to validate the simulation, e.g.,
via tracer tests or another DNS. Similarly, to test the true upscaling
potential of this approach, it will be essential to compare to larger-
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scale transport experiments through larger sandstone samples such
as column experiments (e.g., [115]) and ultimately field-scale data
(e.g., [66]).
Sufficient Statistics: Similar to the previous comments, it will also be
important to analyze what properties (e.g., number, length, initial
condition) characterize an ideal set of training trajectories? In the
ergodic limit, one very long trajectory cut into segments should be
sufficient to fill the archive. Most likely, the number of trajectories
is less important than their initial condition, especially when the
domain is limited. It seems that, in my case, 1000 trajectories are
sufficient. But a thorough convergence study will be necessary to
better validate this and identify potential error sources and uncer-
tainties.
Generalization: Here, I have applied the TTA only to one 2.6mm3 Dod-
dington sandstone and the resulting velocity field is subject to the
real pore geometry. While I see no obvious reasons why the TTA
cannot be applied to other porous media than sandstones (e.g.,
carbonates or unconsolidated media) this remains to be truly vali-
dated.
Practical Use: If we can overcome some of the identified hurdles and
validate the TTA across a diverse range of complex flows, I believe
that this approach holds great success in effectively and efficiently
predicting large-scale transport in complex porous media flows. In
particular, the fact that the TTA can provide a three-dimensional
upscaled picture of transport is key as many effective models of
transport are of reduced dimensionality, which can limit their abil-
ity to predict nonlinear processes without further complex closures.
This is relevant to better represent dilution or reaction process that
occur at such fine scales.
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4.5 Evaluation of Research Objective Two
Chapter 3 suggest that process dependence has to be incorporated into
ourmodeling frameworks. The training trajectory approach incorporates
process dependence very differently to any other spatial Markov models
as we no longer parameterize dependence via transition matrices.
Nonetheless, different does not mean automatically better, but the
modeling results are very promising. I compared DNS measurements
of a broad range of benchmark metrics (e.g., arrival times or dilution in-
dex) against predictions made with our proposed TTA. Additionally, I
analyze particle pair statistics based on the evolution of separation dis-
tances of particle pairs over time. From these tests, I can conclude that we
can simulate particle motion and its interaction in a three-dimensional
porous media. It would be interesting to see how the TTA performs in
comparison to another three dimensional SMM, but unfortunately, there
is no other SMM that simulates transport in three dimensions. Hence, the
extension of SMM to three-dimensions itself significantly improves the
existing set of prediction tools (RO2) that are based on spatial Markov
processes.
Additionally, the TTA represents particle motion at scales below the
validity scale of spatial Markov models as I use a segment of a real tra-
jectory to describe the particle path between states instead of a linear
interpolation (the average location) as used in other SMMs. This is rel-
evant for phenomena that are driven by details at small scales, such as
dilution [69], mixing [74] and mixing-limited reaction kinetics [126].
Overall, the TTA is a fully predictive data-driven simulation tool that
extends spatial Markov models to three dimensions, and that represents
particle motion below the scale of other SMMs. This clearly improves the
family of spatial Markov models, and hence I can conclude that the TTA
fulfills research objective two.
Chapter 5
Scaling Transport across
Péclet Regimes
In chapter 3, I have shown that process understanding and dependence is
the key to better models. The training trajectory approach, introduced in
chapter 4, incorporates process dependence to accurately predict three-
dimensional particle motion. Nevertheless, the training trajectory ap-
proach (such as almost all other SMMs) requires a highly accurate trans-
port simulation for its parameterization. Such spatial Markovmodels are
particularly tailored to the Péclet regime of the reference simulation that
is used for parameterization.
In this chapter, I address research objective three: To obtain a general-
ized model formulation. Therefore I propose an adaptive time-domain
random walk model that scales transport across Péclet regimes. The
key to this generalization is that the adaptive time-domain random walk
model is parameterized only by information obtained from the velocity
field, which can easily be scaled across transport regimes [20].
In the upcoming section, I introduce the adaptive time-domain ran-
dom walk. Then, I briefly recapitulate the DNS specifications used in
this chapter (section 5.2.1). This is followed by the description of meth-
ods including a detailed description of the adaptive TDRW (sections 5.2.2
- 5.2.4). In section 5.3, I present and discuss the application of the mod-
els to finite-Péclet transport (Pe = 10 and Pe = 100) for a sample of
Doddington sandstone. Finally, I evaluate whether the adaptive TDRW
fulfills research objective three. The summary of this chapter and some
concluding remarks can be found in part III.
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5.1 Introduction to the Adaptive Time-Domain
RandomWalk Approach
In porous media, non-Fickian transport processes are usually caused by
spatial fluctuations of the fluid velocity field at the pore scale [21, 63, 74].
The local velocity of slow or fast velocity zones controls the particle res-
idence time in these zones. Within these zones, the particle velocity re-
mains fairly constant during the respective residence time, which I refer
to as memory of speed. Le Borgne et al. (2008) [73] summarize that local
velocity contrasts control the spread of particles in general, but these con-
trast also trigger characteristic non-Fickian features like a strong tailing
of the particle arrival time or non-Gaussian spatial particle distributions
mainly as a result of memory of speed along particle trajectories. The
question arises on how to parameterize memory as a function of space
or time. Usually, memory of speed expresses itself in long intervals of
slow velocities interrupted by short intervals of fast velocities, known
as intermittency [36, 63]. This suggests that memory of speed persists
over a certain spatial distance rather than over a certain amount of time.
Based on these arguments, Dentz et al. (2016) [42] conclude that it is more
appropriate to describe non-Fickian transport as spatially correlated ve-
locity process.
The existence of such a characteristic length scale suggests the ap-
plication of a continuous-time random walks (CTRW) method [13, 14,
39, 79, 83, 90] with equidistant displacements, also known as time-
domain random walks (TDRW). As mentioned before, classical CTRWs
(for which the spatial transition distribution can be a random variable as
well) and TDRWs have been successfully applied many times to simu-
late non-Fickian transport at pore scale [5, 18, 41, 63, 73], at Darcy scale
[16, 39, 46, 72, 107, 109], in fractured porousmedia [10, 37, 64, 90] and also
in turbulent flows [116, 131]. CTRW methods model non-Fickian trans-
port as an independent stochastic process by assigning a random transit
time to a spatial transition greater than the correlation length scale [16].
The key to a generalized model formulation (RO3), however, is a
parameterization of the simulation tool only via properties of the ve-
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locity field. This is important as it is the velocity field, and not the
advective-diffusive particle trajectories, that can easily be scaled across
Péclet regimes. However, this kind of parameterization is not straight-
forward with current CTRW tools:
(a) The intention of directly using the pore-scale velocity field, ob-
tained from DRP, demands for displacements equal to the spatial reso-
lution of the pore-scale velocity field. Any other displacement would
incorporate an averaging (e.g., [43, 84, 109]), which adds inaccuracy, es-
pecially for heterogeneousmedia. At that scale, however, consecutive ve-
locities are correlated and thus not directly applicable to classical CTRWs
or TDRWs.
(b) Spatial Markov models (section 2.2), also known as correlated
CTRW models, incorporate correlation and thus allow displacements at
the resolution of the DNS-simulation. But to date, with some exceptions
(e.g., [114]), we need a high-resolution, pore-scale transport model as a
prerequisite to parameterize the transition matrix.
(c) Therefore, such spatial Markov models are particularly tailored to
the Péclet regime of the (computationally expensive) reference simula-
tion, which prohibits the efficient scaling of the SMM surrogate across
Péclet regimes.
(d) Dentz et al. (2016) [42] propose a TDRW that incorporates veloc-
ity correlation along streamlines by a Markovian velocity process solely
parameterized by a unique (stationary) velocity distribution. Even if
promising, this study omits diffusion, which is the second mechanism
that controls the correlation pattern of the velocity process.
For a fully diffusively-driven process,Dentz et al. (2012) [41] show con-
vergence for a TDRW with exponentially distributed transit times to the
heterogeneous diffusion equation. Russian et al. (2016) [109] extended
this TDRW to simulate advective-dispersive transport with independent
exponentially distributed transit times that are parameterized by the par-
ticles’ local advective and diffusive mass exchange rate.
Physically, however, we have to solve a first passage time problem
under advection and diffusion, which follows an inverse Gaussian and
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not an exponential distribution [5, 53]. Exponentially distributed transit
times solely approximate the underlying physics of particle motion. This
introduces inaccuracy that becomes relevant for transport within moder-
ate and high Péclet regimes (e.g., Pe = 10, and Pe > 100, more details in
sections 5.2.4 and 5.3).
Below I introduced the adaptive TDRW approach that does not any-
more suffer from the four (i.e., a-d) difficulties because:
The proposed adaptive TDRW reflects process memory via correlated
consecutive transit times (a), which allows a parameterization only via
properties of the velocity field. (b) This simplifies the non-trivial pa-
rameterization of existing CTRW as we no longer have to run a costly
transport simulation. In particular, I account for memory of speed by
piecewise constant velocities with random jumps to new values at ran-
dom points in time. The random jumps in velocity are equally probable
in each simulation step and occur in average after particles pass the cor-
relation length λ.
(d) The first novelty I present in this chapter is that I account for the
effect of diffusion by drawing transit times either from an inverse Gaus-
sian or from an exponential distribution according to the local particles’
velocity. (c) As second novelty I scale transport across Péclet regimes
by explicitly model the effects of advection and diffusion, not only its ef-
fects. This includes the evolution and decay (i.e., the asymptotic return to
Fickianity) of non-Fickian transport and so my TDRW approach - herein
referred to as adaptive TDRW - is valid from local to pre-asymptotic to
asymptotic scales.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 The Reference Simulations
To assess the quality of the adaptive TDRW transport simulation, I
use again the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of flow and transport
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through a sample of Doddington sandstone thoroughly described in sec-
tion 2.4. The velocity field that I use to derive the velocity distribution
function is the same that is used to perform the PTRW from which I ob-
tain the reference trajectories for comparison.
5.2.2 The Inverse Gaussian Distribution
In this study, I focus on CTRW simulation tools and asses their accuracy
in predicting arrival times at certain control planes. As an alternative
to numerical models, the inverse Gaussian distribution provides the an-
alytical solution for the arrival times under the assumptions of Fickian
transport laws and hence for advective-diffusive particle motion in a ho-
mogeneous porous medium [70],
p(τa; xcp, v¯,De) =
xcp√
4 · De · τ3a
· exp
(
− (xcp − (v¯ · τa))2
4 · De · τa
)
(5.1)
where v¯ and De are mean particle velocity and hydrodynamic disper-
sion coefficient. Parameter xcp is the location of the control plane, v¯ is
the mean of the velocity field and De can be derived from the temporal
evolution of the mean squared particle displacement.
Non-Fickian transport is characterized by arrival times, which deviate
from the inverse-Gaussian distribution. The purpose of the comparison
between the measured arrival times (e.g., tracer or as here a DNS) and
its Fickian reference is to show that the pore geometry of the sandstone
samples affects transport in a non-Fickian way (Figure 5.2).
5.2.3 The Purely Advective Continuous-Time Random
Walk
Continuous-time randomwalkmodels have been applied successfully to
simulate transport in highly heterogeneous porous media [17, 63, 36, 74].
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In the CTRW context, particle motion along trajectories over time and
space can be formulated by the recursion relations,
sn+1i = s
n
i + θ, t
n+1
i = t
n
i + τ
n
i (5.2)
where s is a point in space and t is a point in time.
While the displacements θ can follow an arbitrary distribution Φ (θ),
for transport in porous media the displacements θ are often kept constant
(e.g., [63, 128]). In such an equidistantCTRW (also known as TDRW), each
displacement θ has to exceed the medium-specific correlation length λ
to ensure stochastic independence between consecutive displacements
which is an inherent assumption to CTRWs [14, 13, 39, 112, 128]. By
claiming θ ≥ λ, we ensure independence and for θ = λ we also ensure
the highest possible spatial resolution of particle motion.
The transit time τ follows a probability distribution Ψ (τ) and the chal-
lenge in the design of a CTRW is to map all important aspects of particle
motion within the complex porous medium onto Ψ. The identification
of Ψ in order to represent the trapping and release of particles in slow
velocity zones lies at the heart of CTRWs [15].
In order to emphasize the significance to incorporate diffusion into
the simulation scheme, I parameterize the transit time distribution Ψ (τ)
simply as the inverse of ps,
Ψ (τ) =
λ
ps (v)
(5.3)
where ps is the s-Lagrangian velocity distribution that will be introduced
below.
This parameterization deliberately ignores the effect of diffusion on
particle motion, which will affect primarily the late-time behavior of the
breakthrough curves (e.g., exaggerated tailing). Other CTRWs that re-
flect diffusion via an appropriate choice of the transit time distribution
Ψ (τ) accurately represent particle motion. However, this parameteriza-
tion requires, for instance, DNS of pore-scale transport and is thus valid
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only for the Péclet regime under consideration. This parameterization
cannot be scaled to represent transport across different Péclet regimes.
The velocity statistics
In this chapter, I aim to parameterize all employed equidistant CTRW
models (i.e., purely advective CTRW and in the following two TDRWs)
only by the velocity distribution of the underlying velocity field. Hence,
the underlying velocity distribution must reflect the statistics of equidis-
tant particle transitions. According to Dentz et al. (2016) [42] this is the
s-Lagrangian velocity density ps(v) that can be derived by sampling
the velocities along the particles’ trajectories at fixed spatial intervals
(equidistant sampling).
The counterpart of s-Lagrangian velocity statistics are t-Lagrangian ve-
locity statistics pt(v) for which the velocities are sampled at fixed tempo-
ral intervals along particle trajectories (isochronal sampling). Assuming
Lagrangian ergodicity, the t-Lagrangian velocity density pt(v) is equal
to the ensemble velocity density pe(v) and this is what we can derive
directly from the DNS based pore-scale velocity field as the empirical
density of the voxel velocities. Dentz et al. (2016) [42] show that we ob-
tain s-Lagrangian velocity density simply by flux-weighting the ensem-
ble velocity density pe(v) as:
ps(v) =
v〈
ve
〉 · pe(v) (5.4)
with
〈
ve
〉
as the mean absolute velocity:
The relation between t-Lagrangian and s-Lagrangian velocity statistics
allows us to directly use the pore-scale velocity field (e.g., obtained with
methods from section 2.4) to parameterize all CTRW models that will be
used in this chapter.
For scaling transport across Péclet regimes, we need to adapt the initial
ps(v) (here: from DNS for Pe = 100) so that it represents the advective
conditions of an arbitrary transport regime. In order to scale transport
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from Pe = 100 to Pe = 10, I divide ps(v) by a factor of 10 to correct for
the average velocity (section 2.4: Pe = uav·LDm ). This is very similar to how
pore-scale transport simulations (DNS) are scaled across Péclet regimes
[18].
We do not have to modify λ as the correlation length is an intrin-
sic property of the pore geometry and is not affected by varying Péclet
conditions. For Doddington sandstone, I assume the correlation length
λ to be at the range of one typical grain size which is dgrain = λ =
269.29 · 10−6m. Bijeljic et al. (2013) [21] show that it is a reasonable as-
sumption as the correlation lengths derived from variograms for poros-
ity and velocity for several rock samples lie (in most cases) in the range
of one typical grain size.
The velocity process
Now, that I have derived the physically correct velocity statistics, I intro-
duce the velocity process used for all CTRW methods that will be com-
pared in this chapter.
The direct application of the grid-based velocity field used in the DNS
suggests the use of a CTRW framework with constant spatial particle
transitions equal to the spatial resolution of the velocity field dvoxel. The
intention of using the velocity field directly demands for displacements
equal to the spatial resolution of the velocity field (dvoxel) as any bigger
length would incorporate an averaging that adds avoidable inaccuracy.
The formulation of the velocity process is therefore similar to the classical
CTRW formulation in equation (5.2) but in equation (5.5) the equidistant
particle displacements dvoxel is distinctively smaller than λ:
sn+1i = s
n
i + dvoxel , t
n+1
i = t
n
i + τ
n
i . (5.5)
As a consequence of dvoxel ≪ λ, we have to incorporate process mem-
ory, and I do that by correlating consecutive particle velocities over a λ-
dependent number of equidistant simulation steps, which is controlled
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by a random Bernoulli process. Therefore, I draw a Bernoulli-distributed
random number ξn(α) in each simulation step n. While ξn...m = 0, I gen-
erate a series of spatially fully correlated velocities, as vn+1Adv = v
n
Adv. Once
the particles exceed λ (ξm+1 = 1), we draw a new advective velocity
vn+1Adv from pS. In this scheme, the Bernoulli process controls the number
of equidistant displacements that is equal to the number of simulation
steps up to which consecutive velocities are correlated. According to the
medium-specific correlation length λ , the Bernoulli process ξn(α) can be
parameterized by α = dvoxelλ such that ξ = 1 once the particles cross λ (in
average).
The generation of the series of correlated velocities is described by:
vnAdv =
{
P−1s (U) if ξ (α) = 1
P−1s
(
Ps
(
vn−1Adv
))
= vn−1Adv if ξ (α) = 0.
(5.6)
Here,U is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1. This
design of the velocity process ensures that particle velocities are corre-
lated over the medium-specific correlation length.
Keep in mind, the velocity statistics (ps) and velocity process, which
we employ in the purely-advective CTRW framework, are used in the
same way in the upcoming two TDRW frameworks. The three methods
(i.e., purely-advective CTRW, the exponential TDRW and the adaptive
TDRW) are different in that each method parameterizes its transit times
differently (i.e., purely-advective CTRW as τ = λv ). A detailed descrip-
tion of how the TDRWs are parameterized, is given in the following.
5.2.4 Time-Domain RandomWalk with Exponentially
Distributed Transit Times
Generating the transit time distribution Ψ (τ) simply as the ratio of tran-
sition length θ and the pure advective particle velocity vadv is problem-
atic when vadv is infinitesimal because transit times become infinite. The
particle residence time within a nearly-zero velocity zone is controlled
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by diffusion and leave low-velocity zones by diffusion rather than by
advection.
Dentz et al. (2012) [41] and Russian et al. (2016) [109] propose a time-
domain random walk (TDRW), which reflects that slow particles leave
zero-velocity zones via diffusion. Central to the TDRW approaches is
the derivation of expected particles’ advective-diffusive transit time κ at
a distance θ that parameterizes an exponential transit time distribution.
Especially, for a diffusively dominated particle motion, the exponential
distribution is the physically correct distribution as diffusion is per defi-
nition a memoryless process [41].
For parameterization of the exponentials, we define the advective-
diffusive rate bij for particles that move from node j to node i as:
bij =
De
θ2
+
vn−1ij
θ
· 1
2
(
vn−1ij
|vn−1ij |
+ 1
)
. (5.7)
Term one represents a diffusive rate where De is the effective diffusion
coefficient and term two represents an advective rate where vn−1ij is the
local advective velocity in the previous simulation step n− 1. The prob-
ability wij of moving from node j to node i and the expected local transit
time κj can be expressed as:
wij =
bij
∑[jk] bkj
κj =
1
∑[jk] bkj
. (5.8)
We define vij > 0 and hence node i is always downstream of node j.
As a consequence, bij 6= bji as bij is finite-Péclet, whereas bji = bij in case
of pure diffusion. The notation [jk] indicates the summation over the two
rates in drift and against drift direction (hence k indicates a neighboring
cell), which results in ∑[ij] wij = 1.
With κj as the expected local transit time of particle j we can parame-
terize an exponential transit time distribution:
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τj ∼ κ−1exp
(
−t · κ−1
)
. (5.9)
Exponentially distributed transit times, in contrast to the inverse of the
velocity distribution, account for the diffusive cut-off of the arrival time
distribution and limits the residence time of particles in no-flow zones.
Nonetheless, the arrival times of an advective-diffusive transport as a
normal process with drift follow an inverse Gaussian distribution and
the exponential distribution solely acts as an approximation. The transit
times of an advective-diffusive process over a specific distance follow an
inverse Gaussian distribution [5, 53]. As said before, the approximation
works well for diffusive Péclet regimes where the transit times demon-
strably converge to the analytic solution of the heterogeneous diffusion
equation [41]. However, for transport in intermediate Péclet regimes, the
exponential transit times deviate strongly from those drawn from an in-
verse Gaussian distribution (Figure 5.10 for Pe = 1). Another critical
point is than, when we apply exponentially distributed transit times, the
transit times remain random, even under fully advective (Pe = ∞) and
hence deterministic conditions.
5.2.5 Time-Domain RandomWalk with Adaptive Transit
Times
The inverse Gaussian distribution provides the physically correct arrival
time distribution for a Gaussian process with drift at a control plane -
however, only for a control plane in drift direction [5, 53]. As a conse-
quence, we do not track particles that go beyond the characteristic length
dvoxel against drift direction where they also lose their memory of speed.
Hence, neither inverse Gaussian nor exponentially distributed tran-
sit times represent transit times of particles sufficiently accurate across
the full Péclet range. I propose a TDRW approach that exploits the ad-
vantages of exponential and inverse-Gaussian transit times by choosing
the physically appropriate distribution according to the local Péclet num-
ber. In advectively dominated zones, particles are unlikely to effectively
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move against drift direction, and we apply inverse Gaussian distributed
transit times. If diffusion is strong, the effective motion against drift is
likely, and we apply exponentially distributed transit times to approxi-
mate the arrival times at the control plane in and against main flow di-
rection. Hence, we apply inverse Gaussian distributed transit times if
advection controls transport (Pe ≥ 1) and if diffusion controls transport
(Pe < 1,) we apply exponentially distributed transit times to approxi-
mate particle motion.
Both, exponential and inverse Gaussian distributed transit times are
parameterized by the current particle velocity vadv and the effective dif-
fusion coefficient De. We parameterize the local transit time distribution
τ according to:
τn
(
t, dvoxel, v
n−1
adv ,De
)
=


dvoxel√
4Det3
exp
−(dvoxel−(vn−1adv t))
2
4Det
for Pe ≥ 1
κ−1exp
(−tκ−1) for Pe < 1.
(5.10)
In equation (5.10), parameter t is the time and κ is the expected transit
time (section 5.2.4). The parameters vn−1adv and De act as scaling and shape
parameters.
Previously, I claimed that the simulation scheme has to (a) reflect the
chosen Péclet regime and (b) the spatial correlation of the velocity field.
The former is done by applying inverse Gaussian transit times when we
can assume a Gaussian process with drift and by applying exponentially
distributed transit timeswhen transport is governed by diffusion. Hence,
the transit times adapt automatically to the local transport regime, and
this is what allows us to scale across Péclet numbers (RO3: generaliza-
tion). I incorporate the spatial correlation of the velocity field by em-
ploying a Bernoulli process to sample the s-Lagrangian velocity distri-
bution Ps systematically to generate correlated transit-time series drawn
from a Péclet-dependent transit time distribution. With that scheme, I
exploit the advantages of the Markov Chain CTRW presented in Dentz
et al. (2016) [42], and I extend this approach to apply it to any finite-Péclet
transport regime.
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Figure 5.1: Exponential and inverse Gaussian distributed waiting times
normalized by the respective advective mean arrival at three different
Péclet regimes.
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To facilitate the understanding, I give a stepwise summary of the adap-
tive TDRW scheme for one particle:
Input: the flux-weighted Eulerian velocity distribution function Ps and
a correlation length λ (RO3: parameterization only via the velocity field).
1. We start with the initial advective-only particle velocity vnAdv.
2. According to a Bernoulli random number ξ(λ, dvoxel), we decide
either to draw a new advective velocity from Ps (if ξ = 1) or to
leave the particles advective velocity unchanged (if ξ = 0).
3. We determine the local Péclet number (Pe =
vnAdvdvoxel
De
) and draw
the particle transit time to pass dvoxel from an inverse Gaussian dis-
tribution if Pe < 1 or from an exponential distribution if Pe ≥ 1.
We obtain the particle transit time τn+1 for a finite Péclet transport
process.
4. Now, the scheme recursively starts from step 1 with vn+1Adv as the
new initial advective-only particle velocity.
5.3 Results & Discussion
In this section, I show that transport through the pore space of the Dod-
dington sandstone reveals non-Fickian characteristics by comparing the
DNS arrival times to the analytic solution of the inverse Gaussian dis-
tribution. Then, I assess the accuracy of the applied CTRW models (i.e.,
adaptive TDRW, the purely-advective CTRW (section 5.2.3), and the ex-
ponential TDRW (section 5.2.4) by comparing the modeled arrival times
based on 105 particles against the DNS reference (103 particles). Simi-
larly, I assess the scaling of the transport from a Péclet 100 to a Péclet 10
transport regime.
Comparison between DNS and the inverse Gaussian
In Figure 5.2, the tailing of the DNS-based arrival times at Péclet 100
deviate from the fitted inverse Gaussian distribution. Non-Fickianity is
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of particle arrival times at Pe = 100 between
DNS arrival times and a fitted inverse Gaussian distribution at three con-
trol planes (30% (red), 60% (green), and 100% (blue) of the total domain
length ).
therefore triggered predominately by anomalously long residence times
in low-velocity zones of the pore space. This behavior is typical for non-
Fickian transport processes and shows that particle motion through the
pore space of the Doddington sandstone sample goes beyond the Fickian
description of transport.
Comparison of the simulation tools at Péclet 100
In the left column of Figure 5.3, I show the three CTRW-based and the
DNS-based breakthrough curves for a Péclet 100 transport process and
control planes at xCP = 1.08mm, xCP = 1.89mm, and xCP = 2.69mm
(30%, 60% and 100% of the total modeling domain). For visualization, I
choose histograms to represent the tailing of the arrival times as direct
as possible. As I am interested in tailing, I employ a double logarithmic
axis to generate the histograms.
The adaptive TDRW-based BTCs coincide well with the DNS-based
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reference. However, there are (small) differences regarding the early ar-
rivals. I suspect the root of these deviations in the DNS of the transport
process. Here, the particle injection plane is close to the boundary con-
dition. In such a setting, boundary effects can influence the velocity evo-
lution in a non-physical manner. Due to limitations in sample size, I am
not able to prove this hypothesis (d ≫ λ).
Nevertheless, the overall accordance between the model and the refer-
ence BTCs is convincing - especially when we recall that the whole simu-
lation scheme is fully predictive. Hence, the accuracy of results suggests
that the herein presented adaptive TDRW scheme is capable of represent-
ing the underlying transport process.
For the early arrivals at Péclet 100, all three CTRWmodels provide sim-
ilar results. This is expected for this model set-up with relatively small
displacements (dvoxel = 2.6 · 10−6m) under strong advection. Here, in-
verse Gaussian and exponential transit times do not deviate much from
the expected advective arrival time (τa = dvoxel/vnAdv).
The three CTRWs differ, however, if we consider the tailing of the ar-
rival times. The purely-advective CTRW, by design, overestimate the
tailing. The exponential TDRW and especially the adaptive TDRW par-
ticularly simulate diffusion and thus provide the desired diffusive cut-
off. The comparison of the respective arrival times against the DNS-
reference shows that the adaptive TDRW represents the tailing accurately
while the exponential TDRW overestimates the late arrival times. At Pé-
clet 100, advection is the dominating mechanism that controls particle
motion. Under these conditions transit times follow an inverse Gaussian
and not an exponential distribution. In this setting, the adaptive TDRW
represents particle motion closer to the underlying physics, and this re-
sults in the higher modeling accuracy.
Comparison of the simulation tools after scaling transport
from Péclet 100 to Péclet 10
The right column of Figure 5.3 shows the arrival times after scaling a
Pe = 100 transport process to a Pe = 10 transport process. The mod-
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eled evolution of the adaptive TDRW arrival times coincides well with
the DNS-based reference at Pe = 10, within the simulation window of
the reference data. The deviations in the early arrivals are weaker com-
pared to the Péclet 100 simulations and reduce, due to stronger diffusion,
comparably fast (no visible effects at control plane two and three). This
fact supports the hypothesis that the initial condition affects the arrival
times at control planes close to the particles origin. Nevertheless, the re-
sults shown in both columns of Figure 5.3 indicate that by, individually
simulating advection and diffusion, we are capable of scaling a transport
process across Péclet regimes.
For Pe = 10, all CTRW models provide very different results. The
deviation between the advective CTRW from the TDRW simulations is
expected. Yet, I illustrate the results to highlight the significance of dif-
fusion. The two TDRWs, however, deviate even if they should repre-
sent the very same transport process. Due to limitations in the refer-
ence data, there is no way to assess the quality of the TDRW models
especially in their ability to represent the late-time behavior of particle
motion. Nonetheless, it seems that the diffusive cut-off in the reference
simulation is earlier and more abrupt than simulated by the exponen-
tial TDRW. The adaptive TDRW seems to more accurately represent this
cut-off and hence the late-time behavior of particle motion. The reason
for the deviation is the difference in the exponential and inverse Gaus-
sian distributions. They are very different for moderate Péclet numbers,
e.g., Pe = 1 or Pe = 10 (Figure 5.1). Here, especially the tailing of the
exponential distribution is much stronger than for the inverse Gaussian
distribution, which causes the deviations in the later arrival times (expo-
nential vs. adaptive).
These differences in the distributions do not only affect the late-time
behavior. The exponential TDRW also overestimates the behavior of the
early arrivals, especially at control planes two and three where we can
assume that the influence of the initial condition has vanished. Even
under moderate Péclet conditions (i.e., Pe = 10), particle motion is dom-
inated by advection and the arrival times at a control plane should be
distributed, according to the inverse Gaussian distribution, around the
expected advective arrival time. This is different for exponentially dis-
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tributed arrival times because infinitesimal arrival times (instead of the
expected advective arrival time) are always those with the highest proba-
bility (Figure 5.1). This property of exponential distributions is the reason
why the exponential TDRW, in contrast to the adaptive TDRW, overesti-
mates the early particle arrivals. Even under relatively strong diffusion,
the early arrivals are predominately controlled by advection and there-
fore given by inverse Gaussian distribution. Note, the early-time behav-
ior of particle motion is much better represented in the reference data,
as fast particles are very likely to pass the control planes even within the
relatively narrow temporal simulation window of the reference. Hence, I
can conclude that the adaptive TDRW is the more reliable modeling tool
to predict the early-time behavior of particle motion.
Overall, the simulation results indicate that the Péclet-dependent in-
terplay between inverse-Gaussian and exponentially distributed transit
times of the adaptive TDRW reflects particle motion under advection and
diffusion much better than the exponential TDRW. The adaptive TDRW
is close to the underlying physics and this is why it is a reasonable as-
sumption that the adaptive TDRW also better represents the late-time
behavior of particle motion in moderate Péclet regimes. Of course, this
has to be proven by comparison with a DNS reference simulation that
reflects the late-time behavior of particle motion as well.
5.4 Evaluation of Research Objective Three
In chapter 3, I have shown that process understanding and dependence
is significant. In chapter 4, I then proposed a simulation tool that reflects
process dependence, which requires a highly accurate transport simula-
tion for its parameterization.
In this chapter, I addressed research objective three: Obtain a general-
ized model formulation (chapter 5). The adaptive time-domain random
walk model provides this generalization in that it enables the simulation
of particle motion across Péclet regimes. The parameterization of the
adaptive TDRW, only by properties of the velocity field, enables the sim-
ulation of advection and diffusion as two individual processes, which is
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the down-scaled transport simulation at Pe = 10.
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the key to the scaling of transport across Péclet regimes and hence the
key to the generalization.
Overall, the adaptive time-domain randomwalk provides an accurate,
predictive, and generalized model formulation. Hence I can conclude
that the adaptive time-domain random walk fulfills research objective
three.
Part III
Summary & Conclusions
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5.4.1 Motivation & Objectives
Traditionally transport in porous media is described by Fickian trans-
port laws, which assume transport to be a stochastic process with inde-
pendent increments. This means that dissolved particles do not reveal
any kind of memory, neither memory of speed nor memory of direction,
while they move through a porous medium. This assumption is invalid
at many scales as dissolved particles keep their speed and direction over
a material-specific temporal and spatial scale.
Digital rock physics, a relatively new technique in the geosciences,
provides excellent insights into particle motion far below the pore scale
and even below the size of the governing heterogeneities of the velocity
field. Recent advances in X-ray tomography made it possible to describe
advective-diffusive transport in the pore space of highly resolved com-
puter tomography images. From these simulations, we obtain particle
trajectories in great detail that are assumed to contain all information
about process dependence and memory.
Having access to such highly-resolved data about particle motion en-
abled me to test the main hypothesis of this work: Extracting and re-
flecting process dependence is the key to understand and simulate trans-
port in porous media. Closely linked to this hypothesis is my overall re-
search question: How can we use latest advances in digital rock physics
best to better understand and simulate transport? In this thesis I provide
a framework to answer this question by addressing my three research
objectives: (1) Gain detailed process understanding, (2) improve predic-
tions with data-driven techniques, and (3) obtain a generalized model
formulation.
5.4.2 Approaches
Copula-based Analysis Framework
First, I have performed a full statistical analysis of advective-diffusive
pore-scale transport in a real pore geometry, adopting the Lagrangian
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(here: particle based) view and choosing a copula-based method to as-
sess memory of speed and direction in the motion of virtual particles
through porous media (chapter 3). With this framework, I studied the
evolution of non-Fickian transport and the return to Fickian transport as
a function of increasing time increments in observing particle positions
and as a function of time lags τL between time increments dt. The data
(particle trajectories) for this analysis are provided through direct numer-
ical simulation (DNS) of advection and diffusion in the pore space of a
sandstone rock image. The main findings are:
1. I found that a statistical analysis in a spherical coordinate system
results in a clear description of the underlying physics. In this co-
ordinate system, particle motion is described by the absolute dis-
placement and two angles. This has two advantages: (a) stagnant
and mobile zones can easily be distinguished by the absolute dis-
placement. (b) The provided view onto the underlying physics is
much more intuitive and allows more meaningful analysis com-
pared to analyses in a Cartesian system.
2. At very small time increments, only fast particles tend to stay fast
whereas, at larger time increments, only the slow particles tend to
remain slow. The slow particles at small time increments and the
fast particles at larger time increments do not reveal such a ten-
dency. Hence, at the small scale, non-Fickianity is triggered by fast-
flow channels whereas, at larger scales, non-Fickianity is triggered
by stagnant velocity regions. This means that (a) the root of non-
Fickianity strongly depends on the considered scale (dt) and (b) the
stochastic process descriptions currently used in non-Fickian trans-
port simulations to account for the inherent process dependence
only have a limited range of validity with respect to numerical time
step sizes.
3. Large particle displacements are aligned with the main flow direc-
tion, whereas stagnant particles can move in an arbitrary direction.
This memory of direction, the cross-dependence between longitu-
dinal and transversal displacements, is highly nonlinear and per-
sistent over time. The cross dependence is usually neglected in
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other studies and in non-Fickian, continuous-time random walk
simulations but appears to be significant.
4. The lower the Péclet number of the transport regime becomes, the
weaker is the general dependence and memory of the transport
process. Even if the general dependence is weaker at smaller Péclet
numbers, the involved (weaker) memory effects show a stronger
persistence over time than in transport processes characterized by
larger Péclet numbers.
Overall, I have shown in chapter 3 that, for pore-scale transport, the
dependence is persistent in all directions, that the dependence is highly
nonlinear, that the dependence behaves differently on different tempo-
ral scales, and that the persistence of the dependence changes with the
Péclet-number of the transport regime.
The majority of studies that analyze non-Fickian transport perform
simplifications; either with respect to the pore geometry or to the ana-
lyzed direction. This analysis framework provides an extension of all
these studies, as I have analyzed the transport process without doing
any a priori simplifications.
Training Trajectory Approach
Building on the gained process understanding, I have proposed a
trajectory-based spatial Markov approach to simulate three-dimensional
transport in porous media through a Doddington sandstone sample at
Pe = 100 (chapter 4). The proposed method borrows ideas from state-
of-the-art non-Fickian spatial Markov transport models and blends them
with ideas from the concepts of training images. Training images are
commonly used in geostatistics and are known for their ability to model
highly complex spatial dependence structures that go well beyond linear
correlation. This feature is highly desirable in the context of upscaling
pore-scale non-Fickian transport as this is often tied to process depen-
dence beyond linear correlation [36].
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Instead of a training image, for my proposed method, I use highly-
resolved particle trajectories, obtained from direct numerical simulation
of pore-scale transport. These trajectories inherently contain all relevant
information about the dependence structure of the velocity process at the
pore scale. The main idea is to subdivide particle trajectories into trajec-
tory segments (cut) and then re-sample these to build simulated trajecto-
ries. Key to my approach is that I only allow subsequent segments to add
to the previous ones in a way that ensures smooth transitions of direction
and speed at the intersections (conditional copy). By recursively merging
(paste) trajectory segments, I can generate trajectories of arbitrary length.
This way, I can generate trajectories that reflect the same dependence
structure as the original trajectories. I use the trajectories to represent the
dependence structure of the velocity process in a similar manner than
training images are used to describe spatial dependence. Therefore I call
the method training trajectory approach.
With the training trajectory approach I overcome three frequent draw-
backs of other spatial Markov models:
1. I do not require simplifications that have often been invoked in
other studies such as dimensionality reduction or neglecting dif-
fusion.
2. I do not require an explicit parameterization of process depen-
dence, i.e., a high-dimensional transition matrix. I incorporate pro-
cess dependence directly by amerging procedure that ensures tran-
sitions are smooth in speed and direction.
3. I represent particle motion at the resolution of the training trajec-
tory and hence can accurately make inferences at scales smaller
than other spatial Markov models. This is relevant when we con-
sider smaller-scale processes (e.g., dilution, mixing, or reaction).
These benefits do come at a price as discussed in section 4.4.5, includ-
ing, in particular, computational costs both in parameterizing and imple-
menting the models. However, as advances in spatial Markov models
from the original work of Le Borgne et al. (2008) [73] have shown, I am
hopeful that similar advances can be made to the training trajectory ap-
proach.
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To test the training trajectory approach, I compared the direct numer-
ical simulation measurements of a broad range of benchmark metrics
against predictionsmadewith the proposed training trajectory approach.
First, I analyzed statistics of a particle plume including arrival time distri-
butions and the temporal evolution of the dilution index. Additionally, I
analyzed a slew of particle pair statistics based on the evolution of sepa-
ration distances of particle pairs over time. In all cases, the agreement
between measurements and predictions was good, demonstrating the
veracity of the training trajectory approach and demonstrating that the
training trajectory approach can accurately capture the fully-dimensional
nature of transport alongwith the complex interplays between spreading
and mixing dynamics. Based on the outcomes, I am confident that this
method can accurately model the complex three-dimensional dynamics
of a particle plume and the interaction between the particles within the
plume.
Adaptive Time-Domain RandomWalk
Existent continuous-time random walk models with correlated consecu-
tive simulation steps demand for a highly resolved and therefore com-
putationally more expensive transport simulation to parameterize the
model. Then, the parameterization is only valid for the applied trans-
port regime, represented by its Péclet number.
To overcome this limitation, I presented a time-domain random walk
approach that incorporates velocity correlation, that is (a) predictive (no
fitting involved), (b) relatively easy to parameterize and that (c) scales
across different Péclet regimes (chapter 5). I parameterized the model
only with information provided by a DNS-based velocity field by deriv-
ing an (equidistant) velocity distribution and a correlation length of the
velocity. Then, I sampled the velocity CDF in such a way so that particles
keep their advective velocity over a distance that is, on average, as long
as the correlation length (roughly a typical pore size). Finally, I drew the
respective advective-diffusive transit time from an inverse Gaussian dis-
tribution if the particle is driven predominately by advection (Pe > 1) or
from an exponential (Pe ≤ 1) distribution if the particle is predominately
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driven by diffusion. The transit time distributions can be parameterized
by the local advective velocity and the molecular diffusion coefficient.
I tested the modeling framework by comparing the simulated ar-
rival times against a direct numerical simulation of pore-scale transport.
Based on this comparison I can conclude that the presented time-domain
random walk approach is capable of successfully representing the com-
plex pore-scale transport process. The Péclet 100 velocity distribution
was then re-scaled to model a Péclet 10 transport process. The accor-
dance between the scaled transport simulation and the DNS-based refer-
ence indicates that, by specifically representing advection and diffusion
as separate processes, the approach is capable of scaling transport across
Péclet regimes.
I also compared the adaptive time-domain random walk against a
purely advective continuous-time random walk and a time-domain ran-
dom walk with exponentially distributed transit times. The continuous-
time random walk and the exponential time-domain random walk per-
form worse, especially at moderate Péclet conditions. The proposed
adaptive time-domain random walk scheme selects the transit time dis-
tribution according to the underlying Péclet scheme and is therefore very
close to the governing physics. This is why the adaptive time-domain
random walk provides good simulation results across the full range of
Péclet regimes.
5.4.3 Prospective Work
There is further work necessary to establish the herein proposedmethods
in science and practice:
All proposed methods should be applied to more challenging porous
media such as carbonates to test whether their performance remains con-
vincing. Furthermore, I am hopeful to get access to a direct numerical
simulation that is performed with more than 1000 particles and also per-
formed over larger temporal and spatial scales (this, however, is yet lim-
ited by computational power). More particles and a larger domain enable
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a better convergence check and the exclusion of boundary effects (in the
training trajectory approach and adaptive time-domain random walk).
In particular, the copula-based analysis, or more specifically copulas,
are closely related to transition matrices. Therefore, it will be interesting
to see how copulas and hybrid copulas can help to parameterize transi-
tion matrices for three-dimensional particle motion which are yet hard to
fill.
The training trajectory approach is a very powerful tool but comes at
the price of a high computational burden. Nonetheless, the results look
very promising. The methods developed and tested here are proofs of
concept, and hence, there are numerous opportunities to optimize the
scheme (e.g., exchanging the conditional sampling by a non-trivial kd-
tree search). The most intriguing aspect for future studies is to exploit
the high resolution of the produced trajectory in reactive-transport sim-
ulations as reaction occurs on very small scales.
A key step for upcoming work is to asses the quality of the model
against a reference simulation that covers a sufficiently long interval, so
that all particles arrive at the control planes. Moreover, the adaptive
time-domain random walk is yet implemented for a one-dimensional
transport problem only but I do not see (apart from a larger data de-
mand) obvious reasons why we could not extend to three dimensions.
5.4.4 Key contributions and conclusions
Each of the three proposed methods addresses one particular research
objective (sections 3 - 5). From the results, I can conclude, that (1)
the copula-based analysis framework reveals an intuitive and physi-
cally sound way to gain process understanding, (2) the training trajec-
tory approach improves prediction as it accurately models particle mo-
tion and the interactions without commonly made simplifications, and
(3) the adaptive time-domain randomwalk scales transport across Péclet
regimes, which is a major generalization.
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Each method for itself does not provide an satisfying answer to my re-
search question. In combination, however, the developed methods pro-
vide the answer to the question of how can we use digital rock physics
best to better understand and simulate transport. The proposed frame-
work employs the DNS-based data in a novel way and results in anal-
ysis and simulation tools that overcome major shortcomings of current
analysis and simulation tools. From the results of the analysis and the
simulation tools, I can draw the following overall conclusions:
1. Process dependence does not vanish during the simulation interval
considered here and must therefore be incorporated into the mod-
els. This conclusion supports other studies that also found that the
assumption of independence is seldom true (e.g., [35, 113]).
2. Incorporating process dependence directly via the proposed re-
sampling scheme (not via transition matrices) successfully reflects
the process dependence and it describes transport at the scale of
the training data. Hence, even though the training trajectory ap-
proach is merely a surrogate, its resolution is fine enough to repre-
sent small-scale processes such as dilution, mixing, and reaction.
3. Separating advection from diffusion is the key to scale transport
across Péclet regimes as the velocity field, which parameterizes the
whole model, can easily be scale across the transport regimes.
My findings confirm the hypothesis that the key to understanding and
simulate transport in porous media is to extract and reflect process de-
pendence. With this thesis I demonstrated that we obtain better models
and more reliable predictions if we implement detailed process under-
standing. I proposed an advanced analysis, a modeling tool, and a gener-
alized modeling framework for particle motion through complex three-
dimensional porous media. None of these techniques demand for an a-
priory simplification of the medium and this is why we can apply them
directly to real word solute transport problems. Hence, these methods
enable us to better safeguard our subsurface water quality and therefore
this thesis can contribute to protecting our safe drinking water resources.
Appendix A
Supporting Information for
"Dependence Analysis of
Three-Dimensional Particle
Motion"
This supporting information contains the illustration of the same statis-
tical analysis as presented in chapter 3. First, figure A.1 shows the cross-
dependence for τ = 0. Second, figures A.2 and A.3 show the copula anal-
ysis of the transport simulation under more diffusive conditions (Péclet
= 10). The interpretations can be found in chapter 3.
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Figure A.1: Cross-dependence for τ = 0. Top row: azimuth versus ele-
vation; Bottom row: absolute displacement versus azimuth.
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Supporting Information for "Dependence Analysis of
Three-Dimensional Particle Motion"
Figure A.2: Copula densities for absolute displacements under advective
and diffusive transport at Pe = 10 between increasing time increments
dt separated by increasing time lags τ. The dashed-red lines mark the
critical displacements that define the transition between the stagnant and
the mobile zone.
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Figure A.3: Copula densities between absolute displacement and az-
imuth under advective and diffusive transport at Pe = 10 between in-
creasing time increments dt separated by increasing time lags τ.
Appendix B
Supporting Information for
"Trajectories as Training
Images to Simulate
Advective-Diffusive,
Non-Fickian Transport"
In this section I show how a larger λv improves the overall model accu-
racy. By increasing the scale of the underlying Gauss-Markov process I
make sure that the process assumption also hold for slow particles. From
the increasing accuracy, I can conclude that K (j, i) |λ should be derived
from the in-average slower trajectories as this improves the modeling ac-
curacy. The definition of "in-average slower" goes beyond this work and
is something that has to be analyzed in upcoming studies.
In the following, I visualize the modeling results for the breakthrough
curves (see B.1 and B.2) and the dilution index (see B.3 and B.4) for
λv = 2.4 · 10−4m and λv = 4.8 · 10−4m. I do not show the results of
the two-particle statistics for this λv specification as even for smaller λv
the accordance between model and reference is high.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of the arrival time densities between the refer-
ence simulation (DNS) and the training trajectories approach (TT) for
λv = 2.4 · 10−4m at three control planes at 30%, 60%, and 100% of the
simulation domain (≈ 2.7mm).
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Simulate Advective-Diffusive, Non-Fickian Transport"
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Figure B.2: Comparison of the arrival time densities between the refer-
ence simulation (DNS.eps) and the training trajectories approach (TT) for
λv = 4.8 · 10−4m at three control planes at 30 %, 60 %, and 100 % of the
simulation domain (≈ 2.7mm).
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Figure B.3: Comparison of the evolution of the dilution index between
the reference simulation (DNS) and the training trajectories approach
(TT) for λv = 2.4 · 10−4m at three control planes at 30%, 60%, and 100%
of the simulation domain (≈ 2.7mm).
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Figure B.4: The evolution of the dilution index between the reference
simulation (DNS) and the training trajectories approach (TT) for λv =
4.8 · 10−4m at three control planes at 30%, 60%, and 100% of the simula-
tion domain (≈ 2.7mm).
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